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The physiology of the human body is one of eight
subject areas covered in the K-6 Science Program of the Bethlehem
Area School District. This manual is a teacher's guile to activities
for each grade level. "Awareness oi Senses" is treated in
Kindergarten, "Body Growth and Development" in grade 1, "The Senses
and Their Function" in grade 2, "The Ear" in grade 3, "Body
Structure" in grade 4, "Body Systems" in grade 5, and "The Eye" in
grade 6. I+ 's intended that more emphasis be given to the human body
in grades 1, 2, 4, and 5 (4 to 6 weeks) and less in grades K, 3, and
6 (2 to 4 weeks). The section for each grade first lists
"understandings to be discovered" keyed to related activities. Pach
activity is introduced by a "leading quer,tion" followed by a list of
materials and a description of an activity designed to answer the
question. Many of the activities require students to manipulate
materials, other suggest demonstrations, examination of models or
charts on the use of reference materials. The sections for grades 3
and 4 also suggest asoignments for homework or individual research.
The activities are designed to give information and develop concepts
(another unit used in each grade is designed to develop science
processes). A flow chart is provided showing the overall plan of the
Elementary Science Program, and an appendix contains tables of
nutritional requirements, and a summary of digestion. [Not available
in hardcopy due to marginal legibility of original document.] (F9)
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The Physiology Unit (Human Body) is the fifth of a series of units to be
written for the Bethlehem Area Elementary Schools.

In the first two editions of the Science Curriculum Guide a Physiology
Unit was not included. The third edition will provide a study of the human
body in all grades. Certain grade levels will receive major emphasis study
and other grades will receive minor emphasis study. The Physiology Unit will
correlate the unit study of science and health. Kindergarten will develop the
awareness of senses to the child. First grade compares body growth and develop-
ment at different time intervals. Second grade emphasizes the function of body
senses. Third grade develops the ear, while the fourth grade gets into body
movemem,s. The fifth grade develops fully the body systems, while the sixth
grade develops the eye.

The Physiology Unit should be studied in depth in the first, second, fourth
and fifth, grades. Kindergarten, third and sixth grades will study Physiology
in less detail or with minor emphasis.

First, second, fourth and fifth grades should spend approximately four to
six weeks with material at their prescribed level. Kindergarten, third and
sixth grades will spend approximately two to four weeks discussing material at
their level.

The unit for each grade in this book will usually contain:

1. UNDERSTANDINGS TO BE DISCOVERED with a cross-reference

2. ACTIVITIES

3. ACTIVITIES TO ASSIGN FOR HOMEWORK OR INDIVIDUAL RES:SUCH

The UNDERSTANDINGS TO BE DISCOVERED are listed for teacher reference and to
be developed through child-centered activities. A teacher should choose activities
that best suit the need of the students. Obviously it would be impractical to
use every activity listed.

Do not begin a lesson by stating a concept and proceeding to "prove° it
with one or more experiments. Allow children to discover a concept in a learn-
ing situation. Children themselves should find solutions when confronted with
a problem.

Teach children to observe, draw conclusions from observations, discuss
problems with fellow students and other people, and to use a variety of refer-
ences and audio visual aid materials. Classroom textbooks should be used as
reference materials in addition to the encyclopedias and books found in the
library.
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HUMAN BODY

KINDERGARTEN



HUMAN BODY

Awareness of Senses

UNDERSTANDINGS TO BE DISCOVERED

Kinder amen

RELATED ACTIVITIES

Things are discovered in many different ways
through the senses. 1

Seeing is a way to find out.

Hearing is a way to find out.

Smelling is a way to find out.

Tasting is a way to find out.

Feeling is a way to find out.

1, 2, 3, 9,
11, 12

1, 4, 5, 6,

7, 8

1 9

1, 10, 11,, 12

1, 2, 3, 13, 1.4



Awareness of Senses

ACTIVITIES

1. Leading Question:

A. Materials:

Procedure:

B. Materials:

Procure

C. Materials:

Procedure:

D. Materials:

Procedure:

HUMAN BODY

Kindergarten

How do we find out about

Popcorn, equipment for popping corn,
field corn, paper bag

Arrange tc, pop corn out of sight while chil-
dren are resting on their rugs or are busily
engaged in an activity. What is happening?
Bring in corn popper. Children will enjoy.
watching the corn pop and will enjoy the
tasting party.

Why was there a noise? Blow up paper bag.
Explode the bag.

Why doesn't all corn pop? Use ordinary field
corn and popcorn. Heat both. What happens?

How much bigger does the corn get when it is
popped?

Cardboard, construction paper

Make a weather chart. Ask the children to
indicate'the changes relating to each sense
that has occurred with the change in the
weather or season. (Crunching leaves, wind
blowing, snowing, raining, spring flowers,
fog, etc.

Flannel board, various shapes, colors, sizes

Place the various items on the flannel board.
What shapes are the same? Which is larger?
Smaller? Which color'is 'different? Does the
color change the shape? Does the shape change
the color?

The Three Bears (three different sized bears,
bowls, spoons, beds, chairs, woods, house,
Goldilocks)

Tell the story of the three bears. Excellent
for introducing the five senses.



2. Leading Question:

A. Materials:

Procedure:

....1121kALES"...222212221290

Donkey game, Clown game, pins, blindfold

Blindfold the youngster. Have him pin a tail
on the donkey or a nose on the clown. Remove
the blindfold. Would it be easier to find
the correct place if one were not blindfolded?
Why?

B. Materials: Crayons, paper, blindfold

Procedure:

C. Materials:

Procedure:

Child draws a picture while blindfolded.
Blindfold is removed. Child draws same
picture. Whip.:h is better? Why?

Construction paper, color samples from paint
folders or shoe makeup folders, colored beads,
felt pieces, boxes, The Beginning Science
Materials (Holt, Rinehart and "Winston Co.)

Using the boxes, have each one labeled with
a piece _of construction paper. Place about
one hundred, pieces of construction paper,
beads, color samples around the room. Children
hunt for the items and place them in the cor-
rect boxes. If some children are more
advanced, shades or tints maybe used. When
activity is finished, examine the boxes with
the children,

D. Materials: Construction paper, various shades and tints
of materials in different textures

Procedure: Have the children make collages using various
shades and tints in different textures. Some
children may enjoy making a booklet of
various. textures of material.

E. Materials: Ball, eraser, shell, pencil, spool, leaf,
rock, etc.

Procedure: Arrange five objects on a tray. Allow the
children about thirty seconds to observe the
items. Cover the items and give the children
a chance to tell what the items were.

Leading Question: caa.221292291° size and

A. Materials: Various shapes and sizes of blocks; The Holt,
Rinehart and Winston Beginning Science
Materials and charts

Procedure: Discuss each item individually. What is meant
by the shape of something? Be sure to have



B. Materials:

Procedure:

4 Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

the child run his fingers around the rim or
edge of each item0 Place emphasis on accurate
descriptions rather, than just naming the
shape, Lead them, to realize that it is the
edge or border that determines the shape.
Later a child may be asked to describe a shape
Verbally without mentioning its name. Others
in the group may be called upon to identify
the shape,

Items of four, basic shapes -- circle (buttons,
marbles, bottle caps), square (paper napkin,
box tops, blocks), triangle (cut paper,
triangle), rectangle (dominoes, paper, blocks )
four boxes

Encourage the children to choose similar shapes
and place them in one of the four small 'boxes0

xs...72ELLfer21)1indf old,ed how would cu know
what....2as going on around. you?

Records: "Muffin in the City", Nuffin in
the Country"; Record player

Introduce the story of Muffin, a dog who had
to wear a bandage over his eyes and could not
see. Play the record. Discuss the different
sounds. This could be the beginning of classi-
fying sounds into:

1. loud sounds and soft sounds
2. pleasant sounds and 'unpleasant sounds
3. animal sounds and non-animal sounds
40 sounds which convey a message

5. Leading Question: How does sounder avel?

A. Materials: Table, stick

Procedure: Tap the table with a stick, What do you hear?

Have the children cover one ect.'. Repeat the
process, What happened? Have the children
keep one ear covered and place the other ear
on the table, Repeat the process, Is the
sound heard better through the air or wood?

B. Materials; Clock, paper bag

Procedure: Listen to the ticking of the clock, Close your
eyes. Can you, still bear it? Slowly move
the clock away from the children. What happens
to the sound? Repeat the same process but put
the clock in a paper bag. Was there any dif-
ference? Why?



6. Leading question:

Materials:

What causes sound?

Drum, triangle, autoharp or piano, sticks,
bells

Procedure: Have the children experiment with various
musical instruments, Why are the sounds
different? What causes the sound? Lead to
the discovery that something vibrate's to
make the sound. Have the children make
different sounds, What happens?.

7. Leading question: 9112111LLipntif- the source of a sound?

A. Materials: Tape Recorder

Procedure: Tape various sounds, Let the children identify;
for example, school bell, church bells, fire
siren, etc. Tape children's voices:. See if
they can recognize their own voices, their
friends' voices,

Turn the volume down very low so it is
difficult to hear, What can be done to make
it possible to hear?

B. Materials: Pictures of animals, pictures of objects that
make sounds

Procedure: Children may imitate the sounds made by the
animals or Objects in the pictures,

Play a game. Child selects a picture without
showing it to the class, He imitates the
sound and the other children guess.

Children make a classroom dhart of objects
that make loud sounds, and those that make
quiet sounds,

C. Materials: Four identical boxes, cotton, metal, china,
marbles

Procedure: Place cotton in the bottom on one box, metal
in the bottom of another and china the
bottom of another, Leave the fourth box
empty, Have each child drop a marble in one
of the boxes and tell what he hears. Does
each box produce the same sound? Why not?
Describe the sound heard.



8. Leading Question: How can different sounds be made?

Materials,: Boxes, rubber bands, blocks of wood, sticks,
pebbles, small cans, empty bottles, etc.

Procedure:

9. Leading Question:

Have the children make instruments and experi-
ment with sounds and sound combinations, Try
to bring out with questions the idea that
sounds can be made by blowing, striking,
rubbing, shaking, etc.

Do thins that look the same smell the same?
ok different but smell the
same but smell different?

Same? Look the

A. Materials: Powdered cinnamon, vanilla, salt, flour,
tongue depressors

Procedure: Mix the powdered cinnamon with two tablespoons
of flour and enough water to give it a paste-
like consistency. Mix the salt and two table-
spoons of flour and water to give a paste "like

consistency. Nix vanilla and water and four
tablespoons of flour to make a paste.like
consistency. Divide the class into three

groups* Give each group a different mixture.
Classify the mixtures according to color. Is

there another difference between the substances?
Warn against tasting an unknown sestance. How,

else can, one tell? Lead to the observation
that substances that look different may smell
different.

B. Materials: Jars with lids, food coloring, white vinegar

Procedure: Show the children two jars, both filled with
white vinegar but one colored. Are they the

same? Lead to the observation that some
things smell the same but look different.

Repeat the same procedure but omit the food
coloring. Lead to the observation that some
things may look the same and smell the same,

C. Materials: Jars with lids, water, alcohol

Procedure: Show the children two jars, one filled with
water and one filled with alcohol. Are they
the same? What can one do to find out if
they are different? (Warn against tasting a

strange substance.) Stress the importance of



keeptng a safe distance from the jar (lid
removed). Child should only-be close enough
to detect whether there is an odor. Lead
to observation that substances may look the
same but smell different.

D. Materials: Jars, cotton, perfume

Procedure: Spray perfume on cotton and place in one jar.
Put plain cotton in the jar. .Do both jars
look the same? How else can one tell if they
are the same or different?

10. Leading Question: Where is the sense of taste located?

Materials:. Sugar

Procedure: Place sugar on different parts of child's
body. How can one identify the substance?
Lead to observation that tasting is a way,
of finding out and that one uses his tongue.

11. Leading Question: classif

A. Materials: A variety of foods--fruit and vegetables

Procedure: If possible, take the children on a shopping
trip. If this is not possible, bring a
variety of fruits and vegetables to schoci
and have a tasting party. Discuss color,
shape, size, and taste. Include at least
one item in each of the following categories--
salty, sour, bitter, and sweet.

B. Materials: Cookies, orange juice, cups

Procedure: give each child a cookie and.a small paper
cup. filled with orange juice. Have the
children take a drink of orange juice and
then eat the cookie. How does the cookie
taste? Have them reverse the procedure by
eating a. cookie and then drinking the juice.
How does the juice taste?

C. Materials: Sugar, water, salt, spoon

Procedure: Dissolve the sugar in water. What do you see?
How can one tell it is there? How does it
taste? What else could be used for this
experiment? Lead to the observation that one
cannot see the flavor, it must be tasted.



12. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

13. Leading Question:

A. Materials:

Procedure:

Does the color affect the taste?

Small paper cups (one for each child)p food
coloringp water

Put 'water in each cup. Put different food
coloring in each cup. Give each child a cup.
Each child may identify his color. What
does it taste like? Lead to the observation
that the color did not affect the taste.

How is the body sensitive?

warm water., cold water

Have a child place his hand in cold water
and then in warm water. Describe the fee Ingo
Reverse the procedure. Describe the feeling.
Compare.

B. Materials: Nutcracker., nuts

Procedure: Have the children use the nutcracker to crack
nuts. Describe the feeling. (Pressure)

C. Materials:

Procedure:

D. Materials:

Procedure:

14. Leading Question:

A. Materials:

Procedure:

Children may also get the same sensation from
shaking hands with each other.

Chair

Choose a child to sit with his back to the
class. Another child draws a shape on the
first child's back. Encourage the child to
identify the shape that was drawn on his back.

Instead. of shapes numbers can be tapped on
their backs.

Mittens

Children may go outside during the winter
months wearing only one mitten. Why is one
hand cold?

What does it feel like?

Sandpaper., bags., cottony rUbberp plastic

The child feels the sandpaper. Iet him hold
it in one hand and reach, in the bag and find
something that feels the same.



B. Material

Procedure:

C. Materials:

Procedure:

The child feels the sandpaper. it is taken
away from hinny He is given an opportunity
to reach in the bag and find something that
feels the same.

The child is allowed to look at the sandpaper
and asked to find something in the bag that
might be the same.

This sage procedure may be used with any object.

Bags, items with a distinctive "feel" such
as, cotton, sandpaper, rubber ball, sponge, etc.

Give each child a paper bag in which two or
three items have been placed,' Children
;Should not be allowed to peek. They may smell
and find it doesn't help. This will lead to
the sensefeeling. Try to elicit as many
terms as possible such as "hard",, "soft",
"sticky", ''rough ", "furry", etc.

Watery box made of a cardboard box covered.
with construction paper, The Beginning
Science Materials (Holt, Rinehart and Winston Co.)

Cut a hole in the top of the box. Place some-
thing in the box. Child who guesses correctly
by feeling and describing what is felt, may
bring a "surprise" for the box the next day.
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HUMAN BODY

Grade 1

Note to teachexi In order that this unit be most effective, it i$ suggested
that it be taught in two one.week 224122u4ith an interval of 4 months in
between,

UNDERSTANDINGS TO BE DISCOVERED RELAPIND ACTIVITIES

Week I ylets12

Idxtng things grow by making more cells 1

Cbildxen grow in an organized pattern 'but
at different rates 2, 3, 4, 5 1, 2

Parts of the body grow and develop at
afferent rates 60 7, 8, 9, 10

Children's bodies change as they grow 11, 12

Children need food, water; air, rest, and
exercise in order to grow 13

3e 4,9 5,
6, 7



ReALInalssalRat1202221t

Week, fl

ACTIVITIES

1. Leading question:

A0 Materials:

Procedure:

B. Materials:

Procedure:

HUMAN BODY

Grade 1

How do aux bodiesxar?

Building Blocks

Direct a child to build a structure of blocks.
Ask the childran to note what happens as a
block is added.

Microprojector,, prepared slide of cell growtho
or a teacher made slide of thin onion skin
which has been stained with iodine

Show the cells to the children with the micro-
projector, Encourage the to recall what
happened as each blodk vas added. Ask the
children to interpret what happens to us
as new cells (human building blocks) are
added.

Think4 What happens when you, cut yourself'?

2. ,reading Question: t do ,you dbs.222111S911.91.212IureT

T12112L9Z22Emuller3 ofzazatla

A. Materials: Baby pictures of esch child

Procedure: Let each child show or display his baby
picture Ask. the class to interpret what
happened to the baby in the picture.

B. Materials: Pictures of the children's families

Procedure: Direct the children to examine the pictures.
Do all children look; alike?
Whom do they resemble?
In what ways do children resemble their
parents?

3. Leading Question: What do the different sizem..211.2.1.21:124251
xcis and develomant?

A. Materials: Old, baby clothes of the children's

Procedure: Have the children hold their baby clothes
against themselves. Encourage the children
to interpret how they have changed and grown,
since they were babies.

- 15 -



B. Materials: Old clothes of the children's mothers and
fathers

Procedure: Have the children try on their parents' old
clothes. Encourage them to predict how
their bodies must grow in order that the
clothes might fit.

1i. Leading Question: What do pictures of diffeTent feet tell
about E2Hal

Materials: Roll of shelf paper, crayons

Procedure: Plan a frieze entitled "Footsteps to Growth".
Have the children trace the foot of a
younger child; a first grade child, a third
grade child, etc. Then an adult. Direct
the children to investigrte and note the
pattern of change.

5. Leading Question: How are you different from other children?

A. Materials: Kraft paper, crayons, scissors

Procedure: Direct the children in making life-size
figures of them elves by letting thei trace
each other on a piece of kraft paper. Then
allow the children to color and cut out the
tracings of themselves. When all figures
are completed, display them. Ehcourage the
children to compare "themselves" with the
"other children."

.

Are all children alike? In what ways are
they different?

B. Materials: Tape measure (or string), chart for ,recording
height

Procedure: Measure each child's height and record the
measurement on a chart. Encourage the
children to examine the chart and to compare

. their height with their classmates.

C. Materials: Scales, chart for "recording weight

Procedure: Weigh each, child and record, the weight on
the class chart. Allow the children to
examine the chart and to compare their own
weight with their classmates.

-16 -



6. Leading Question: Does your hair change!

A. Materials: Calendar or chart for counting days

Procedure: Have a boy who has just had his hair cut
tell about his haircut and why he had it
cut. Have him count the days until his
hair is cut again by marking a calendar
or chart.

This discussion of a hair cut could lead
into a discussion of other body hair,
(eyelashes, eyebrows, etc.) Do eyelashes
need to be cut?

B. Materials: Camera, film.

Procedure: 1. Photograph a boy or girl who is scheduled
for a haircut. Photograph the child again
after the haircut. Compare and discuss
the differences in the photographs.

2. Photograph several children (same with
short hair and some with long hair).
Discuss the differences in the length
of hair of these children. Why do some
children have short hair and some have
long hair?

C. Materials: Scissors

Procedure: Invite a barber or beautician to'visit the
class and explain his or her job. If possi-
ble have him or her cut the hair of a child
whose parents have given permission for the
haircut. Ask the class to anticipate what
will happen to the child's hair.

7. Leading Question: D o teeth as you grow older?

Aa. Materials: Mirror

Procedure: Have the children look in a mirror and count
their baby teeth. Discuss the findings. How
many baby teeth do you have? Are any of your
baby teeth loose? What will happen to the
loose baby teeth? Have any of your baby
teeth been pulled? Do you have any permanent
(second) teeth? Tell how you take care of
your teeth? ,

-17-



B. Materials:

Procedure:

C. Materials:

Procedure:

8. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

90 Leading Question:

A. Materials:

Procedure:

Salt clay (made of salt and cocoa starch)

Have children of different ages and an adult
make impressions of their t,,?eth in a piece
of salt clay. After the salt clay pieces
have hardened, arrange in order of age of
person and label each impression a (i.e. 4
year old child, 6 year old dhild, etc.)
'After examination of the impressions
encourage the childxen to determine and
describe the diTferences. What ..changes

take place as a child grows?

Model of teeth (available from science
center)

Have the children take turns telling about
the teeth in the model. How did they start?
What happened to the baby teeth?

1112202MELLS1TEE,

Nail polish

Let the children or a child, or the teacher,
paint a line at the base and the tip of a
fingernail* Have the children examine the
lines every day and tell what happens.

E2120.eschaft±,...slivuS row older?

Calipers (available at the Central Science
Materials Center) or strings of different
colors for each child to be measured

Select three or more children of varying
ages, (first grader, second grader, fourth
grader, etc.) inform the class that the
children's arms will be measured from the
elbow to the wrist*

Divide the class into groups (one group for
each child to be measured)* Allow each group
to measure the children's,,eans and record
the measurements made.

Before the measurements are reported ask
the class to anticipate the results.



B. Materials:

Procedure:

Whose arm is longer? Whose arm is shorter?
Why?

This activity may lead into measuring of
other parts of the 'body such as the head, the
wrist, etc.

X.-rays of the bones of children and adults
which have been Obtained from a doctor or
pictures of x-rays from a book

Display the x-rays* (Use an opague projector
if using a book with pictures.) Have the
class identify those taken of children and
those of adults.

What are the differences that can be seen in
the x-ray pictures? Encourage the children
to interpret how the bones change as children
grow*

10. Leading question: P2 .2529r muscaLE927

Materials: Tumbling mat, shorts or slacks for girls

Procedure: Place the mat on the floor. Have the children
work in pairs as they perform air sit-ups.

Starting Position

1. The child lies on his back, hands clasped
behind his neck, knees bent, feet 'flat on
floor with partner holding ankles*

20 The child attempts to raise trunk to a
90° angle with floor and returns to starting
position.

3. Cc'unt the number of times the child
successfully performs the exercise.

1. Keep a record of a child's performance
over the one week period or longer.

5* Have the children discuss any progress.
Could they do better? Why? How would our
bodies grow without exercise?

CAUTION: Do not allow a child to exceed
five times*

- 19 -



11. Leading Question:

A. Materials:

Procedure:

Bc Materials:

Procedure:

1.1111.221S119.12222.12.1221...7o..,222122.7

Jump ropes, chart for recording the number
of jumps

Let each child have a chance to jump vith
a rope. Record the number of successful
jumps made each day during a one week period.
At the end of the week let each child compare
his daily scores.

Is there any difference in the scores? When
vas there a difference? Why?

Rubber balls

Following the same procedure in activity A
let each child bounce a ball, Then keep
a daily record of the number of bounces.
At the end of one week let each child
compare his daily scores.

Are there any differences in the scores?
When did the difference occur? Why?

-20-



Co Materials: PiereirB$ to coloro zrayons

Procedure: Give each child a picture to color. When
they are completed, collect them and put them
in a folder to save for comparison with the
same pit7.ture coleyrel in week two of this unit.

12. Leading Question,: In wnect 2.12112E=22nElaatILLIVAlat.
as 'WI:Lso=x older?

Materials: Puppets

Procedure:

.;3. Leading Question:

Materials:

A. Procedure:

B. Procedure:

Have the children dramatize certain situations
playing the role of a babyo then the role
of a first grader and possibly the role of an
older dhildo and the role of their parents.

Example: Hbv-mi.ld a, baby act if he were
hungry? How would a first grader act if he
were hungy? How does mother act if she is
hungry'?

After the dramatizations encourage the children
to discuss the differences in behavior. In
what ways do children charge as they grow?

What are the main.....pe:2:Asiti....ELfor bod......rth?

Soap three plants (coleus plants would be
good)4, and two planting pots

Display the plants° Have the children decide
haw they mould care for a plant. Tell, the
Children that only two plants will be potted
and only one plant will be cared for. Have
the children decide where to place the three
plants when the two plants have 'been potted.

Choose childen each day to care for the one
plant. Then encourage all of the children
to examine each plant each day.

After a few days dle.11uss the differences the
children discovered in 'the three plants° Have
the children determine why one plant grew
and why the others dld not Then encourage
the children to infer what they will need to
make their bodies grow. (rood and water)

Have the children clo'e their mouths and
hold their noses until one child, stops. Then



C. Procedure:

D. Procedure:

ask. the child why he stopped? What did your
body need? (air) Do you think our bodies
would grow without air?

Have the children run in place until one
child stops. Ask the child why he stopped.
What did your body need? (rest) Do you
think our bodies need rest,to grow?

Have the children grasp and tightly hold a
chair or table leg until one child stops.
Ask the child why he stopped. What did
your body need? (exercise) Why do our
bodies need exercise?

-22-



:hod Growth and DevelamEI

Week #2

ACTIVITIES

1. Leading Question:

Procedure:

HUMAN BODY

Grade 1

HarLs.z9Lboduzz.fferent than it was four
months

Repeat; activities 5Ap 5BD and 5C of week #I.
Compare and discuss the differences in the
findings of week #1 and the findings of
week #2p (1) for each child and (2) for
the class.

Leading Question: wa s haAre vol..42haxissilx112a12121-222,

Materials: Charts with records of two or more height and
weight measurements for each child.

Procedure:

3. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

4. Leading Question:

Display the charts. Lead each child to
compare his own two height and weight measure-
ments. Encourage them to determine what
the differences mean.

Ha2.122L1114E-21142A2S112.1.2=12121L12E
months?

Camera; film

Repeat A.?,thity 6B0 part 2. Compare the two
photographs of each child. Have the class
note and describe any changes in ti length
of hair.

HanMEIMILSIEBILILAZSI21.2E four
months?

A. Materials: Paper to make boakiets; crayons

Procedure: Invite a dental hygienist or dentist to
visit the class. Encourage the child to
ask questions abmt the gr.-xel of teeth.

After the visit review the information
gathered. Then direct the children in
putting tills informadon into a 'booklet..

B. Materials: Shelf paper; cardboard, box; wooden dowels;
crayons

Procedure: Have the children search for information on
how thelr teeth grow by Observing the teeth
of people of all ages by asking their, friends
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5. Leading Question:

Procedure:

6. Leading Question:

Procedure:

7. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

and family or their dentist about the growth
of teeth: and by looking in books about
teeth. Lead the children in a discussion of
their findings. Then have them decide how
their findings should be recorded on the roll
of shelf paper. When the drawings are
finished., fasten the roll to the dowels and
then put in the box which has been designed
as a television set.

Ha142.11 e_sz..2str2LLst cla4t.bolur over a
period of four^ months?

Repeat Activity #10 in week #10

Have the class compare and discuss any
differences in the recorded performance of
week one and week two.

Did, dail exercise c....12.2ae_aluzzlE;Let=
a er.1..2,ode fouE

Repeat Activity 11Ap 1133D and 110.

Compare the charts from week #3. with those
of week 42. Also compare the pictures
colored in week #1 and those colored in week
#2. Are there any differences? Why?

Do ail arts of our bod row at the ssme
rate?

Transparencies and or charts of the human
body (the skeleton,, the muscles and the
teeth)

Use the transparencies or charts to review
interests and discussions on the growth of
the human body, Encourage the children to
compare rates of growth of different parts
of their bodies.

Example: Do teeth seem to grow as fast as
our hair? Do we need to cut all the hair
that grows on our bodies? Why? Which seems
to grow faster. your fingers or your finger.
nails? How do you know?
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The Senses and Their Function

UNDERSTANDINGS TO BE DISCOVERED
PORNMEN.

HUMAN BODY

We find out about things by seeing, hearing,
tasting, smelling and touching.

Seeing occurs 'by light which brings sizes,
shapes, numbers, and colors to our eyes.

Light travels) in a straight line,

Light travels through some objects.

Light is reflected from some Objects.

When light rays are scattered, color can be seen.

Bearing occurs when our ears collect Sound waves.

Sound occurs when something vibrates»

Smelling occurs when the nose becomes sensitive
to odor,

Smells can be pleasant or unpleasant.

Tasting occurs when the papillae on the
tongue reacts to flavors,

Tastes are primarily salty, sweet, sour
and bitter,

Taste and smell );ely on chemicals in the food.

Feeling occurs when the skin and muscles
react to external stmuli.

- 25 -

Grade 2

RELATED ACTIVITIES

2 30 5, 6

40 7p 80 90 100
11, 12, 14

80 9, 10, 110 12,
14

3, 44 7,p tip 9p

10, 11, 13, 14

50 60 89 9, 10,
110 14, 15

18; 19,
22, 23,

18, 19,
22, 23,

1649 17;
20. 210
24: 25

16, 17,
20 219
24: 25

260 270

300 31

26, 270
300 31

280 290

28, 290

32, 33, 34, 35

32, 339 340 35

33, 34, 35, 37, 38

390 400 41



UNDERSTANDINGS TO BE DISCOVERED (Canted)

Various senses operate automatically in the body.

Similarities and differences in objects must be
discovered and grouped by the braino

The brain depends on the senses for knowledge
Jf the external world.

Messages from the brain and senses give
pleasure or warning.

RELATED ACTIVITIES

42, 43, 44, 45

42, 43, 440 45

42, 43, 44, 45

43, 45



The Senses and Their Functions

ACTIVITIES

1. Leading Question:

A. Materials:

Procedure:

HUMAN BODY

Grade

lizstidaiou know?

Small, objects

Let a child select one small object and hide
it 'behind his back. The class is permitted
to ask questions in identifying the object.
The winning guesser is then given a turn at
choosing an object.

B. Materials: Film "Santa's Workshop"

Procedure: Show this silent colored film to the class.
Let the children describe what; they saw.
Act out the film. How will the children
know what to do or use to act it out?

C. Materials: Picture of a family on a picnic in the park

Procedure: Display the picture where everyone can see
it. Ask the children to describe what.is
taking place. Classify what you smell.,
hear., feel or see in the picture.

2. Leading question:

Materials: Crayono paper

Procedure: Have children close their eyes. A sheet of
drawing paper and crayons should be ready
on everj desk. Instruct children to draw
a boxp a man and an apple. The children
should draw with their eyes closed. On
another sheet of paper allow them to draw
the same pictures with their eyes open. Cam-
pare the pictures. How do our eyes help?

3. Leading Question: Does LiAti.f:i_ject ezer

A. Materials: Mirror2 light

Procedure: Instruct the children to look at their eyes
in a mirror. No light should be on. Now
darken the room, by pulling down the shades.
Wait about five minutes. Ask the children
to look in the mirror at their ayes. Next
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B. Materials:

Procedure:

4. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

S HoE tlox

pull the shades up an turn on the light.
Ask the children to look in the mirror and
watch what happens? How does light affect
a person's eyes?

Scissors, black paper,, rubber band.

Instruct the children to cut a mask from
black construction paper. Make a slit in
the eye holes 1/8 inch wide and one inch
long. Let them fasten a rubber band like
an elastic headband. Go outside on a
snowy, sunny day with the mask on. Instruct
the children to take the mask off. What is
the difference? How do they feel? Why?
Why do skiers wear sunglasses?

How does a camera work?

Shoe box with a hole at one end, pencil, tape,
flashlight

Let a child tape a pencil to the inside, far
end of a shoe box. Place the cover on the
box. Let the class take turns looking
through the hole. What is seen? Now let
the child cut a hole in the lid of the box
over the pencil. The slit should be 4 inch
wide across the width of the lid. Use the
flashlight pointed through the slit towards
the pencil. Once again let the class look
in the hole. Is there any difference?
Why? How does this box remind you of a
camera? How is it different from a camera?
Discuss.

s
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. beading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

6. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

7. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

N

Describe what is missing

Colored blocks, blindfold

Place five colored blocks on the table.
Let the children look at them and then
close their eyes. Remove one block and re-
arrange the others. Which block is missing?
How do you know? Objects maybe used instead
of blocks.

lit important?

Object in classroom

Darken a room by pulling the shades and
turning off the light. Ask what can be
seen. Add light for a few moments.
Question the children in regard to what
they saw in those few moments. The third
time increase the intensity of light and
the length of time. Ask what was seen
this time? Allow the children to draw
conclusions in relationship to the number
of objects seen in comparison to the viewing
time. Which colors were more prominent?

How does light travel?

Shoe box, black paint, scissors

Paint the inside of a shoe box 'black. Cut
a one inch slit across the side. Place the
box in the sun wit_ the slit end facing
the light. From where did the light come?
Where does the light travel? What would
happen with a mirror in the bottom of the
box? Take the mirror out and place a piece
of white paper in the box. What is the
difference?

LIII?1111.
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8e Leading Question: How does light cast shadows?

Materials: Stick, cardboard tube, stone, chalk

Procedure: Place a stick in the ground. Nail a card-
board tube on top of the stick. Point the
tube toward the sun. Look for the bright
spot in the shadow of the tube. Place a
stone on that spot. This should be done
every hour, all day long. Ask the children
what this experiment should demonstrate?

C.ekrt a,''R Is Tv

S-r o Nc.s

9. Leading Question: How does the sun affect shadows?

Materials: Doll, flashlight

Procedure: Put a doll in the center of the table and
shine a flashlight down over her. What do
you see? Now, if you change the direction
of the light, what will appear? Why?

3 0 -



Lead to the observation that light must travel
in a straight line. The shadow was a straight
line from the source of light.

FL aSHL I C3-Wt....5

oLL

10. Leading Question:

A. Materials:

Procedure:

Where does light travel?

Flashlight, transparent objects, opaque
Objects, shiny objects, white wall

Place transparent, opaque, and reflecting
Objects on a table in front of a white wall.
Place a light in front of the objects so,
their shadow will appear on the white wall.
What noticable difference do you see?
Classify the objects according tG their
different properties. (transparencies,
opaque Objects, reflecting Objects)
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B. Materials:

Procedure:
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Flashlight, three pieces of cardboard with
holes in the center at the same level, clay
mounds to prop the cardboard

Measure carefully and place three pieces of
cardboard with holes the same distance
apart (4 inches). The holes should be
directly in line with one another. Place
the flashlight at the same level as the
holes, so the light will be able to shine
through, them.

Move one cardboard an inch to the right.
Look through and report what you see. In-
form children that the other pieces maybe
moved in the same way.



Ca-K.11,1.e a-m)
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Co Materials:

Procedure:

Mirror

Instruct a child to hold a mirror up so
that he can see it. Be should turn his
back to the class, By looking in a mirror
he should be able to name which pupils can
see his eyes in the mirror, Why can he
name those pupils? Why can't he name all
of the pupils. What does he need to do so
that other children can see his eyes?

-603 Gant sE
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11. Leading Queshiaa:

Materials:

Procedure:

Dopsli.r_l_ta_aysahabh/iLratSk4

Glass, paper, mirror

Hold a drinking glass up to the light. What
do you see? Place a piece of paper in the
glass. Now look through. What happened?
Why?

Take the paver out and put a mirror, in the
glass? Obsrve what happens now. Why?

Cr) riek

5(4

-1"- S1)61),E. Air

12. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedweg

Does water head a erc;i 1?

"RE PLE. ea)

Pencil, glass of water, milk, card with
slit In it, flashlight.

Look at the pencil. Place it in a glass half
filled with water. Look at the penal fram
all angles. What is the difference.



13. Leading Question: noes light 'bounce From mirrors?

Materials: Three mirrors, tape, colored picture

Procedure: Place three mirrors together to form a
triangle. Stand the triangle on a piece
of colored paper. The children should look
into the center of the triangle and discover
what happened. What causes this? What toy
is made like this?

14. Leading Question: What is color?

A. Materials: Glass of water, mirror, white paper, cello-
phane

Procedure: Place a mirror in a glass of water. Slant
the glass until the sun strikes the mirror.
What will be seen?

Cover a window with black paper so that
only a small beam of light will come through
a hole in the paper. Hold a white sheet of
paper behind. the glass so it picks up the
light coming from the window. Notice how it
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looks,: Now insext'different colors of
,cellophane paper between the light and the
glass. What is the difference on the 'white
paper?

(13-1,8 55
in I R,V,
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B. Materials:

Procedure:

Cardboard, pencil

Pr3-Pe--a,

The children should cut a cardboard and
divide it into six equal sections. Paint
each section according to the spectrum,
(red: orange, yellow: green: blue, purple).
Place a pencil through the center and spin.
What happens to the color?

Cot-DVS tw 14C
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Materialsfi

Procedure:

PLISII,Lx 04-T Vi-asoLI.141
4 I
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Three flashlights: 4" squares of very thin
red: blue and yellow paper

Have the children shine the flashlight on the
floor of a dark room. Place a different
color square on each flashlight. Let the chil-
dren combine the colored circles of light on
the floor. What do they see?

L/ELL00
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15. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

C

(e14..t.i

Do soap bubbles have color in them?

Soap bubbles

On a sunny day blow some bubbles in the class-
room. What will the children notice?



16. Leading Question: What do hear?

Materials: Empty room

Procedure: Permit a child to enter an empty room. and
make a noise. What happens in the room? Why?

17. Leading Question: How slaimhistr7.

Materials: None

Procedure: Choose a student to sit with his eyes closed
and his back to the class. Someone should
stand directly behind him and clap first
behind his neck. Guess where the sound
came from? Clap above his head. Guess
*pain. Is it easy to guess from where a
sound comes?

Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

19. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

Canzamcapize different sounds?

Sand blocksp maracasp cyMbalsp tamborinep
trianglep sticks, drum

Allow the children in the class to close
their eyes. Choose one child to choose an
instrument and to play it. The children
should raise their hands when they recognize
the sound. The child who is "it" chooses
one of the children to answer. If the
answer is correct, the winner 'chooses another
instrument and the game proceeds in the same
way.

Is .distance im ortant in.22,a2anjo

Sheet of paper, alarm clock

Curl and tape a sheet of paper like a horn.
Give it to someone standing at one end of
the room. Have another child stand at the
other end of the room with a clock. With
the horn to his ear, the student should
walk toward the ticking clock. Mark the
place where he first hears the ticking.

Now do the same thing without the horn.
What will be the difference?



(A)t-r 1.4

20. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

kiJk-rt4lbui

()TT

21. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

1.0ritouT 4 oik

Are sounds loud or soft?

Two sheets of paper, cotton., tape, clock

Shape the papers into cylinders and tape.
Place cotton in one cylinder. Place this
one near the ear and stand two feet from
a ticking clock. What do you hear?

Do the same with the other cylinder. Is

there a difference? Why?

k

yc

'

What makes sound?

K

Tin can, can openerp rubber balloon, rubber
bands dry cereal

Remove both ends of a tin can. Permit a
student to stretch a piece of a rubber
balloon across one end of the can. Fasten
it with a rubber band. Let another child
place dry cereal on the rubber on the end of
the can.
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Select a third child to hold the can and
shout "Boom Boom" into the open end. What
happens to the cereal on top? Why?

22. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

*r taLLD.

How does a violin make sound?

A board, two nails, rubber band, ruler

Instruct a child to hammer a nail in each
end of a one foot board. Next, he is to
stretch a rubber band from one nail to the
other. Strum the rubber band. What is
heard? What is seen?

Permit the children of the class to extend
their rulers from the edge of the desk.
They should be held securely at the end of
the desks. Strike the extended ends of the
rulers with the other hand. What happens
to the rulers?

Compare the ruler to the board. Are they
the same or different? What happens to each?



°Kull!) ER -64.ta

23. Leading Question:

Materials

Procedure:

1112:12masLIhe bod catches sound?

String, spoon

Tie a spoon at the end of a two foot string.
Hold the string while the spoon is struck
against the leg of a table.

Wind the string around one finger and hold
this hand against the ear. Strike the
spoon against the table. What is the
difference?'
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24. Leading Question: How does sound travel farther?

Materials: Six foot stick or metal rod, watch

Procedure:

41CIA."'"

Note to teacher:

Choose a student to stand six feet away from
a ticking watch. What is heard? Place a
six foot stick or metal rod from a watch to
an ear. Let him observe the difference.

*rock

/
toc.K.

This experiment can also be effective at
other distances.

25. Leading Question: How does sound travel?

Materials: Pencil, paper, recordings of different sounds

Procedure: Listen to different sounds. Children should
close eyes and listen a second time. Lines
should be drawn on the paper according to
the sounds they hear.

26. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

How does your nose help?

'A slice of pear, apple, potato, clothespin, a
blindfold

Blindfold a child and place a clothespin on
his nose. Select a prepared food and let
him eat it. Identify what it is. Try
other foods.

Remove the clothespin and repeat the experi-
ment. Record the results.

42



Leading Question: Who are the better detectives?

Materials: Shoe polish, onion, chocolate, cinnamon,
orange slice, coffee

Procedure: Select two teams to be blindfolded. Place
the above items in a box. Let team members
smell and identify (without toucbtng). The
team with the most correct answers is the
winner.

28. Leading Question: HolircanouichntitheNstesui-.....2stance"

Materials: Spray bottle of perfume, small dish

Procedure: The teacher prepares a dish of perfume,
labeled MYSTERY SUBSTANCE, outside the room*
The dish is presented to class for identi-
fication. When guessed, the perfume is then
sprayed' into the air* What is learned about
odor?

Place the dish in classroom for several days?
What happens? Why?

29. Leading Question: What odors are pleasing?

Materials:

Procedure:

Onion slice, cinnamon, orange slice, coffee,
tea, peeled banana, ammonia, vinegar, water
colors

Place portions of the above substances in
vials and cover them with aluminum foil*
Label each substance with a letter and
punch holes in the top. Pass the vial
around the room, allowing each child to
identify the contents and, to record their
guesses. What conclusions are arrived at?

30. Leading Question: D° all thug have an odor?

Materials: Vinegar, milk, baking soda, water, ammonia,
five beakers

Procedure:

31. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

Place the above substances into water beakers.
Children should smell, each solution*
CAUTION: DO NOT TASTES!! What results are
reached?

Do rocks have odors? What is the smell?

Shale, slate, marble, limestone

Take the samples and vet each rock* Some
will smell alike. Identify those which
smell like clay and those which smell like
chalk.
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32. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

33. Leading Question:

A. Materials:

Procedure:

Is taste the same...rts of ..........2tbiaxsat?

Sugar, salt, vinegars baking soda, coffee
grounds, glass of water

Place a few grains of sugar on the tip of
the tongue. How does it taste? Cleanse
mouth with water. Place sugar on the front
sides of the tongue. Remember the taste.
Cleanse mouth and place sugar on the back
sides of the tongue. Discuss the taste.
Cleanse the mouth and place sugar on the
back center portion of the tongue. What is
the difference?

Follow the same procedure with baking soda,
salt, vinegar.

15 It) (34.4

Majo.,122-2,ste?
Sugar, paper towel
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Dry the end of your tongue with a paper. towel.
Put a pinch of sugar on the end of the tongue.
Keep the mouth open. What is the taste?

Now close the mouth. What is the taste?

B. Materials: Slice of apples, carrot, celery, cheeses
breads blindfold

Procedure:

34. Leading question:

Materials:

Procedure:

Blindfold a student and place a tray of food
in front of him. Guess what is on the tray?
How else can you find, out without looking?

Are some tastes ELE2LL...1er?

Clothespin, chocolate bar

Instruct a child to put a clothespin on his
nose. Feed him a bite of chocolate bar with-
out telling him what it is. Ask the child



Note to teacher:

35. Leading Question:

A. Materials:

Procedure:

Note to teacher:

B. Materials:

Procedure:

36. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

37. Leading QuIstion:

A. Materials:

Procedure:

B. Materials:

Procedure:

how it tastes. Remove the clothespin and
ask him how it tastes now. Make a comparison.

Taste and smell compliment one another.

Do look alikes, taste alike?

Salt, sugar, lemon extract

Dissolve one half teaspoon of each ingredient
in a cup of water. When dissolve three
tablespoons full in same amount of water.
Taste each of the eight mixtures and discover
the difference.

This is a wonderful place to discuss safety
rule: Know what you are putting into your
mouth. Don't take a chances

Water, sugar water, salt water

Place both of the above colorless, odorless
liquids in separate beakers. ALLOW EACH
MEMBER OF THE CLASS TO DIP A FINGER INTO
EACH BEAKER AND TASTE. Try to identify
each. What is the result? Discuss.

Is there a difference?

Lump of sugar; glass of water, timer, eye
dropper

Drop a sugar cube into half a tumbler of
water and observe what happens. Let it
stand fifteen minutes. Take an eye dropper
of liquid from the top and taste, next
take a dropper full from the bottom. Cam-
pare the two.

What da you taste?

Shale, limestone, slate, marble

Taste each of the four rocks and decide
whether they taste like clay or chalk.
Record your results.

Salt, tobacco, sugar, lemon, cinnamon,
baking soda, banana, flour

Devise a poster with the titles TA. STE and
SMELL. Permit class to classify materials
according to whether taste or smell was
more helpful in identifying them.
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38. Leading question:

Materials:

Procedure:

39. Leading question:

Materials:

Procedure:

40. Leading question:

Materials:

A. Procedure:

B. Procedure:

41. Leading question:

Materials:

A. Procedure:

B. Procedure:

What substance is this?

Salt, bicarbonate of soda, sugar

Place a salt water solution on a burner. Let
the water boil away. What is left? Taste
it and identify the substance. Do the same
with bicarbonate. What 'will happen to sugar?

same?

Box, sand paper, piece of plastic: rubber ball:
cotton, spoon: and a straw

Blindfold a child and let him feel in the box
for an object. Remove it and guess what it
is. Each time the time length is shortened.
What is discovered? Let each child have a
turn. Some children might add new objects
for the others to guess.

Do you only fee121.1kasm_....

Ice cube, hot iron: cold iron, blindfold

Place an ice cube on the underarm of a
blindfolded child. What was his first
reaction? Why?

Instruct a child to wet his finger and touch
a hot iron. Then tell him to wet the finger
and touch a cold iron. What was the differ-
ence? Row did you know there was a difference?
Where was it felt?

Compare these two activities.

Ca42211$1122111VELIMILILatAai
them?

Bag, bottle cap, feather: tooth brush, toy
soldier, ping pong ball: piece of yarn,
whistles, cork, acorn: eraser: nail: crayon:
thread, safety pins: rubber band: marble:
paper clip

Place all of the above objects in a bag.
Ask one child to reach in the bag for a
specific Object. Discuss

Ark a blindfolded child to put a pair of
gloves on, then instruct him to select any
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Object from the table and try to identify
it. Next, try the same activity without
gloves. What is the conclusion? Why?

42. Leading Question:
112E21221MPL252.14L1122227

Materials: Magazines, paper, paste, variety of objects,
pencil and paper

A. Procedure:

B. Procedure:

Note to teacher:

43. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

Children should discover pictures in magazines
and classify according to which sense would
help identify the real Object.

Arrange a variety of Objects on a table.
Place a sheet on top. Give each child in
the class a pencil and paper. Take the
sheet from the table and permit student to
Observe objects for three minutes. Replace
the sheet.

Instruct the children to record any objects
that they remember from the pastseeing,
hearing, feeling, touching, or, tasting.
The pupil with the longest list will be the
winner.

The variety of objects should be plentiful.
No writing is permitted while the sheet
if off' and the objects are being obserired.

NhqEsaAlatneSLINIP to the brain?

Wood, paint, switches, electrical wires,
lamp socket and a bulb

This is a teacher's project. Ask a carpenter
to cut 'a life size human figure from wood.

An electrician should equip the brain region
with a lamp socket and a buno He then
should extend wires from the head region
(lamp socket) to the hands, eyes, ears, nose,
and mouth. At these latter regions witches
should be attached to the board, connecting
the senses to the brain (head) by means of
wires o What will happen when a switch in
the hands is turned on? How does your head
know when you 'burn your finger?
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44. Leading Question: Emallial_Leawhen ob ects are different
or alike?

A. Materials: Watchp orangep pencil

Procedure:

B. Materials:

Procedure:

Close eyes and find which is the pencil. How
did you know the pencil? the orange? the

watch?

Carrotp bird in cagep rosep apple, icep salt!),
yarns, catD sugarp glass of waterp and thread

Display these articles on a table and allow
class to group them according to similarity.
How did you know likeness?

C. Materials: Lemon extract., lemonade lemon candy., lemon

cake

Procedure: Blindfold a student. Ask this student to
identify the materials by smell alone. What
will he open? Why is it necessary to have
more than one sense? Discuss.



D. Materials:

Procedure:

Sandy salt ,n sugar

The teacher should place similar piles of
salt; sand and sugar on a Wale. Blindfold
a child. Ask this dhild to identify the
sand by touch alone. Is this possible?
Why is it necessary to have more senses?
Discuss.

E. Materials: Red, paint p red. shoe dye p red beet juice

Procedure:

45. Leading Question:

A. Materials:

Procedure:

The teacher should prepare beforehand.
Place a teaspoon of each of the above items
in a tumbler of water. Mix the liquids so
they appear similar in color. Ask a student
to identify liquids by s alone. Why is
necessary to have more than one sense?
Discuss.

211kLlsuas4matalslxamI2slaaLLa
stimuli?

Traffic light (sep arate pictures or model)

How does a traffic light help a driver and a
walker? DiscussLU, A student .should be
shown a separate traffic light (green or
red). He should respond by either walking
or stopping. Discuss what a driver would
do. What does a yellow light tell a driver
or a walker?

L/40.0 64.d
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B. Materials: Paper, tape

Procedure: Roll the paper into a tube and tape. Place one
end on the chest of another student and the other
end to your ear. What is heard?

C. Materials: Plastic curling fish, candy wrapper

Procedure: Place the curling fish in a dish of water.
Remove the fish and keep it in your palm.
What happens? Why?

Crunch a candy bar wrapper in your hand. Lay
it on the table. What is seen? Why?

Note to teacher: Curling fish are available at the Central
Science Library.





HUMAN BODY

'.The Ear The Organ of Hearin

UNDERTANDINGS TO BE DISCOVERED

The human body is equipped to hear.

The ear is the organ of hearing.

Next to seeingp hearing is the most highly
developed sense,

The ear gathers in sound waves from the airp
producing sensations in the brain.

To hearp four things are needed; a vibrating
bodyp a conductor of sound, ears to receive
sound wavesp and the brain,

Noraal hearing in both ears is necessary for
detecflon of most sound sources.

Higher animals receive sounds through their ears.

Animals have many different kinds of hearing organs.

The ear consists of three main parts; the outer earp
the middle ear, and the inner ear.

The outer ear is the part that can be seen.

The shape of the o: tern ear allows it to catch sound
was which are directed into the hearing canal.

The sound canal contains small hairs and wax which
help keep out dirt and insects.

The hearing begins at the end of the sound canal in
the middle ear.

The eardrum which is stretched across the sound
canal is a thin;, delicate sheet of rubbery skin.

Sound vales cause the eardrums to vibrate.

In the middle ear there are three small bones
(ossicies) called hammer, anvil and, stirrup.

Grade 3
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UNDERSTANDINGS TO BE DISCOVERED (929I1)

The ossicies amplify the vibrations of the eardrum.

The hammer is attached to the inner side of the
eardrum.

When the ears rum vibzates, the hammer vfbrates.

Vibrations are passed along to the anvil.

The e;avil passes vibrations along to the stirrup.

The stirrup is attached to the membrane which
covers the oval 'window of the inner ear,

The inner ear (cochlea) is a snail-shaped spiral
or tunnel in the bone filled with liquid and
divided into three canals.

The membranes of the cochlea contain thousands of
hairlike cells 'which are sensitive to vibrations.

The auditory center in the brain interprets impulses.

The inner ear also contains three bony semicircular
canals.

Man's balance depends on the semicircular canals

The Eustachian tube is the connection between the
middle ear and throat which serves to equalize air
pressure on both sides of the eardrum.

The ears are easily damaged and proper care of the
hearing organ contributes to .man's

The auditory nerve carries the sound messages from
the cochlea to the brain
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HUMAN BODY

The Ear - The: Organ of Hearing Grade.2

ACTIVITIES

1. Leading Question: What is th202MILL121211.11S2221Vai22a921

Materials: Three-dimensional model of the ear

Procedure: Request a three-dimensional model of the ear
from the Central Science Center. Have the
children observe the complete model of the
ear. Look at the part of the ear we can see.
Is this the correct shape for gathering in
sounds.? Why? What is this part called?
(Outer ear) Open up the model and find, to
what the outer ear leads. What does the
part leading from the outer ear resemble?
(Tunnel) What is at the end of the short
sound tunnel? What does it resemble? (Drum)
Which part looks like part of a drum? (Eardrum)
Why? What is on the other side of the ear-
drum? (Bones) How many little bones are
there? To what do these bones lead? What
shape -is it? (Spiral-shaped like a snail
shell) What is inside this part? Where does
this lead? If sound goes into the ear: where
does it end? (Brain) How does it finally
get to the brain? (Nerves of hearing)

2. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

Display the model of the ear in the classroom
for about a week. Allow each child to remove
the parts and reassemble them again.

How can we better understand the human or ar

Ef12222112g

Transparency of the ear, overhead projector,
three dimensional model of the ear

Request the transparencies of the ear from
the Visual Aids Department. Use the over-
head projector to exhibit the transparencies
of the ear. Point to the outer ear and ask
a child to name it. What is its purpose?
Continue the questioning of each part:
auditory nerve. Use the colored overlays of
the eardrum and the cochlea.
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mir

If we were to divide the ear into three parts,
how much would we include with each part?
What could we call the first part? (Other
ear) What could we call the second pa:rt?
(Middle ear) What could we call the third
part? (Inner ear)

Have a child come up to projector and
point to a part of the ear, and name it.
Have another child find the same part of
the ear on the three-dimensional model. Do
this for each part of the ear.
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3* Leading questton:

A. Materials:

Procedure:

How can we hour ears to ether in more
sounds?

Large piece of construction paper., scotch
tape

Boll a large sheet of construction paper into
a megaphone and fasten it with scotch tape*
Hold the small end to one ear. Listen to
the sounds around the classroom* Now listen
without the magaphone* Does the megaphone
change the sounds? How does it make the same
sounds different?.When would a device such,
as this aid in hearing sounds better? What
does the megaphone represent? (larger ears)

Think of some animals who have larger ears.
How do larger ears help these animals?

B. Materials: None

Procedure:

C. Materials:

Procedure:

Choose a child to stand at the far end of the
classroom. Have him say something in a soft
voice. Ask him to choose another child at
the opposite end of the room to repeat what
he has heard. Is he repeating exactly what
was said? Have the speaker repeat what was
said while the listener cups his ears with
his hands. Do the cupped ears change the
sound? Why?

Long piece of garden hose

Stretch a long piece of hose out straight*
Have one child listen in one end while
another child speaks in the other end* Next,
speak and listen without the use of the hose*
Does the hose help the ear to hear better?
Why? What dces the long piece of hose do
for the ear?



11 Leading Question:

A. Materials:

Procedure:

fece o h ose..

In order to hear what four things
necesEaW

Drum, drumsticks

Ask a child to beat a drum lightly. Ask the
children to sit and think for a few minutes
about what is happening from the time they
see the child beating the drum until they
hear the sound. Think of four things that
are necessary in order to, hear any sound.
List the four things on the chalk board as
the children name them.
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. B. Materials:

Procedure:

(The teacher should. be able to draw from the
class the following points.)

1. Something that vibrates (drum)
2 Something to carry the vibrations (air,

solids, water)
3. ,Ears to receive the vibrations.

4. The brain - hearing center

None

Ask the children to draw and number the four
things necessary for hearing.

***".

0**%

5. Leadtng Question:

A. Materials:

Procedure:.

whatrla.12112(2d.L.Eirder
that our ears are able to detect the source
of sound?

A twelve inch ruler

Ask a child to place a wooden ruler near the
end of his desk so that about 9 inches extends
over the edge. Have him grip the short end
firmly to the desk. With the other hand,
snap the opposite end of the ruler. What
two things are happening? What can be seen?
(vibrations) What can be heard? Can we



B. Materials:

Procedure:

C, Materials:

Procedure:

determine if the vibrations are registering
in the brain? How can we tell? Can we feel
the eardrums ribrate? What will the vibra-
tions have to travel through in order to
make the eardrums vibrate?

Try the experiment serreral times. Each time
shorten the vibrating end of the ruler. Does
this change anything? What is happening to
the sound each time the vibrating end is
shortened.?

Wooden cigar box, rubber band

Remove the lid from a wooden cigar box.
Stretch a rubber baad across the open side
of the box. Pluck the rubber band. What
two things are taking place? Do we hear
anything when the rubber band, stops moving
back and, forth? How does the brain detect
the vibrations?

Strip of paper 2" x 5"

Fold a strip of paper 2" x 5° in half, Tear
a small piece of paper from the center of
the fold. Hold the folded paper between the
fore-finger and middle finger. Do not cover
the hole with your fingers. Place the open
ends of the paper to your lips by inserting
them between the open ends of the paper. Be
sure the lips are as near as possible to
the fingers which are holding the folded
strip. Blow hard. What do we feel? What
causes this feeling? Can we hear anything?
How is the body able to detect the sound?
Trace the sound vibrations through the
ear to the brain. What do the sound waves
travel through between the vibrating object
and the outer ear?
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6. Leading Question:

A. Materials:

Procedure:

If we were able to see sound waves in the aq,
what would we see?

Small tub or bucket, water, pebble

Fill a small tub or bucket with water. From
a distance of several feet, drop a pebble
into the tub of water. How does the water
move? In which direction does it move?
(ripples expanded in circles from the center
of the impact)

B. Materials: A set of rhythm band cymbals

Procedure: Use a set of rhythm band cymbals from the
music room. Have a child stand in front of
the class and hold the cymbals in the correct
position. Strike them together lightly. Ask
the children to raise their hands when they
hear the noise, Now have a child stand in
the middle of the room while the other
members spread out in all directions around
the room. Have a child leave the room and
go down the hail a little distance. Strike
the cymbals together sharply. Ask the chil-
dren how many of them hear the sound? Does
the boy in the hall hear the sound? Try
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Note to teacher:

the experiment again while a child stands up
on the teacher's desk, another child stands
in the hallway, and one child goes halfway
down the stairs. Strike the cymbals sharply
again. Does the child standing on the desk
hear from above? Does the child standing
halfway down the stairs hear the sound? What
does this tell us about the directions of
sound waves? Do the sounds travel in one
straight line? How do we know? Is it
possible that the sound waves travel in an-
other way rather than in straight lines?
Think of the ripples on the water when a
pebble was thrown into the tub of water.
Does that give us a clue? Since we are
able to hear from all different positions,
including above and below, how might we
picture sound waves if it were possible to
see them in the air?

Have the children draw a picture of what they
think the sound waves would look like. How
can we compare water ripples with air ripples?

Air is made up of molecules. As the cymbal
vibrates the air molecules near the vibration
source are pushed together. These "packed"
molecules move away from the cymbal like a
ripple. When the vibrating cymbal moves
the other way, the molecules behind the ripple
are left far apart. As the cymbal moves back:
another ripple follows the first.
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7. Leading question:

Materials:

Procedure:

Note to teacher:

Since there is no air, to carr, vibrations,,
on the moon will astronauts be able to hear
one another talk?

None

Ask the children to think about how astrow
nauts on the moon will use their ears since
there is no air to conduct the vibrations

When using the radio, the microphone and
speakermust to carried inside the space
suit. The space men will make their helmets come
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8. Leading Question:

A. Materials:

Procedure:

together, allowing
through the solid ma
eardrums.

ound vibrations to pass
terial and vibrate the

How can we 2.1raelhattli...2ears are better
than one in he.pnypy[ u.s, to locate the
correct source of sound?

Paper for chart making

Have the class stand in a circle with one
child in the center with closed eyes. Have
the child in the center call the name of
a classmate. The child, whose name is
called is to make any kind of noise. After
calling a name and listening, have the
center child turn and face in the direction
from which he thinks the sound is coming.
Try this about 10 times. Keep a record of
the correct responses.

Next, use the same procedure but have him
cover his left ear tightly. Continue to
record the responses for this ear. (ten
times) Try the experiment:ten times with
the right ear.
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B. Materials:

Procedure:

9. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

Study the chart and come to some conclusions:

Correct
Res onses

Incorrect
Resonses

Listening with two ears 111111111 1

Listening with left ear 11 11111111

Listening with right ear 1

Do two ears work better than one? Why should
we try to preserve the hearing in both ears?

List some occasions when it is very important
to have two ears rather than one.
List some safety rules for caring for the ears.

None

Have a child sit blindfolded on a chair in
the center of the roam. Allow him to pick a
classmate to move quietly around the room.
The classmate will clap his hands once. The
blindfolded child will decide which direction
the sound came from. Try this several times
while another child keeps a record of the
correct responses and the incorrect responses.
Next try it with the left ear covered and
then with the right ear covered.

Did you hear better with one ear or two ears?
If a. child is mistaken too often, using two
ears, what may be the reason?

Does our...z.sat9:zscoroice sound like it

Tape Recorder

Choose several children to record their voices
on a tape recorder without the knowledge of
the rest of the class.

Bring the tape recorder before the class to
listen to the recording. Ask the class if
they can identify the voices on the recording
Question each recorder as to what he thS,nks
about hid own voice. Does it sound the same
as his unrecorded voice sounds to himself? Why?
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10. Leading Question: IETLIIL21:112.1USESE9111L22E5

A. Materials: Funnel, quart can, empty soda bottle

Procedure: Ask the children to think of a way of pouring

water from a large container into a bottle

without spilling it.

Try this method. Pill a large can with water.
Insert a funnel into the mouth of an empty
soda bottle. Pour the water from the can

into the bottle. Be careful not to pour

too fast. Is it possible to ,pour the water

into the bottle without spilling it? Why?

Haw would a smaller funnel work? Would a.

larger funnel work better? Why? Would it
be possible to pour water Into the bottle

without a funnel?

How is the ear like a funnel? Does the size

make any difference? Why?

Are outer ears necessary in order to hear?

B. Materials: Small dinner bell

Procedure: Have a child ring a small dinner bell a short

distance from the ear of a classmate. Ask

the class to draw a picture of how they think

the sound waves would look as they are
funneled into the ear.

Draw a picture of the sounds of a drum as

a child beats it. Show the sound waves

entering the ear. What do outer ears do

with the sound?





ll. Leading question:

Materials:

Procedure:

Note to teacher:

How can we he sure that the outer
a funnel toas catch sound waves?

Two funnels, two pieces of rubber
string

ear ac'al
poem-

tubing,

Tell a member of the class to pretend to swap
ears with himself. Get two funnels and two
pieces of rubber tubing. Have a child insert
a funnel into one end of each piece of rubber
tubing Lay the funnels and tubing flat on a
desk so that one funnel is ol the right and
the other funnel is on the left. Fasten the
two pieces of tubing with two pieces of
string. Keep them about an inch apart. With
the help of another child, lift the tUbings
so that both can be held across the forehead.
Ask the helper to hold the tubing in place
while the other child holds the ends of the
two tubes to his ears. The tubing held to
the right ear will have the funnel facing
toward the left and the tubing placed to the
left ear will have the funnel facing toward
the right. Ask the child to close his eyes
and listen to sounds from the left and the
right. Allow him to tell the class which
ear is hearing a certain sound. Have a child
keep a record of the number of times a cor-
rect or incorrect response is made. After
trying this a few times ask the recorder to
report how the experiment is proceeding.
Haw many times was he incorrect? What possi-
ble reason is there for an incorrect response?
Now try the experiment without the apparatus.
Have the recorder keep an account of the
correct and incorrect responses. When the
sound comes from the left why is it possible
to hear it better with, the right ear? Using
the apparatus, when the sound comes from the
right is it possible to hear it with the
left ear? Does this experiment prove that
our ears eet as funnels through which sound
waves are directed into the hearing canal?
since the demonstrator didn't depend on his
outer ears, what acted as outer ears in this
experiment?

When the children have discovered that, with
the use of the apparatus, the sound coming
from the right is heard in the left ear
and vice-versa, then the experiment has
served its purpose.
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12. Leading Question:

A. Materials:

Procedure:

11." can I construqLnA41112151221eardrum?

Tin can, rubber balloon, rubber band, dry
cereal

Ask a child to bring in to school a tin can
with the top and bottom removed. Have him
stretch rubber from a balloon across one
end of the can and secure it tightly with
a rubber band. How does this represent an
eardrum?

Put several pieces of dry cereal on top of
the stretched rubber. Ask the child to
kneel on the floor and look up into the open
end of the can while a friend holds the can
for him. Have the chile'. place his mouth near
the opening but not against the can. Speak
into the can by repeating a word such as
"bang4oang-bang" What is happening to the
cereal? What is causing the cereal to bounce
up and ,down? What is happening to the
stretched rubber? Haw du we know? Is it
possible. to see the rubber vibrate? If not,
how can we be sure it vibrated?

How can we liken the stretched rubber across
the can to the real eardrum?

B. Materials: Drum, few grains of salt

Procedure:

13. Leading question:

A. Materials:

Procedure:

Place a few grains of salt on the middle of'
a drumhead* Strike the drum near the edge.
What is happening to the salt? What is
making the salt bounce? How can we apply
this to sound waves hitting the eardrums?
How does the drum compare to an eardrum?

How can we be sure the eardrum vibrates when
we are

h2E210.22112g0

Round oatmeal box, tissue paper, glue,
fragment of mirror, a light source

Have a child cut a hole about an inch wide
in one end of a round oatmeal box. Glue a
piece of tissue paper over the other end of
the box. Glue a small fragment of mirror
in the middle of the tissue paper. Place
the mirror side so that it is facing'outmard
Dampen the tissue paper to make it taut.
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Ask the child to put his mouth to the hole
in the one end and to speak in a.normal
voice into the hole. Hold the box so that
light is reflected on the mirror. Watch the
line 'of reflection on the wall or ceiling.

Have each child record on a piece of paper how
the line on the ceiling loo, ed to hiu. As
the voice sounds, what is happening to the
tissue paper? What do you see on the wall?
What does this prove about sounds? What
is happening in the air? What is happening
to the eardrum when a sound is made?

B. Materials: Bell,small stick

Procedure:

occi-rne

I hole

Tell a child to hit a bell with a small stick.
Does he hear a sound? Have the child touch
the bell with his fingers. Does he feel the
vibrations? What is the vibrating bell doing
to the air? What is the vibrating air doing
to the eardrums?
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14. Leading Question: What are the common names of the three bones
the middle ear? Are these

Materials:

Procedure:

Note to teacher:

good

Model of the ear

Request the model of the ear from the Central
Science Center. Dissect the model of the ear.
Locate the three bones in the middle ear.
Examine the shape of each bone.

Investigate some science books for the correct
name for each bone. Ask the children if
these are correct names for each of the
bones. Investigate the purpose of each bone.
What does the vibrating eardrum do to these
bones?

The middle ear is an airy little chamber
about half as big as a thimble. The chamber
is occupied by three small bones. (hammer,
anvil, stirrup) The hammer is 0 long.
The vibrations in the middle ear are magnified
between 20 or 30 times.

15. Leading Question: How do we know that bones carry vibrations?

Materials: Wrist watch

Procedure; Have a child place a wrist watch between his
teeth. Plug both ears so that the outer ears
will not pick up vibrations. Can the ticking
of the watch be heard without the use of
the outer ears? What is vibrating?

Tell the child, to keep his ears plugged
while he holds the watch in his hand. Can
the ticking of the watch be heard without
the outer ears this time? Why?

Explain why the ticking is heard when the
watch is held between the teeth rather than
in the hand.

Note to teacher: Sound, is conducted through the bones to the
sound nerves and then to the brain.

irrrwirr
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16. Leading Question:

A. Materials:

Procedure:

How are vibrations carried throu h the cochlak
or the inner ear?

Chart of the cross-section of the cochlea
(Drawn on the chalkboard)

Tell the class to examine a chart with the
cross-section of the cochlea. Ask a child
to tell how many canals there are in the
cochlea. What might be found in the canals?
(liquid) What is extending into the liquid?
(hair-like cells)

What is happening to the hair-like parts as
vibrations enter the inner ear?

Bo Materials: Piece of turkish toweling, aquarium, water.

Procedure:

Note to teacher:

Look at a piece of turkish toweling and
imagine the "pile" of the cloth to be
compared to millions of hair-like cells
in the cochlea. Have a child dip the
turkish toweling into an aquarium filled
with water. Lift the turkish toweling up
to the surface of the water. Keep the
toweling stretched out. Look up through
the water to the underside of the toweling°
what is hanging down in the water? Ask
another child to put his hand down into
the water near the bottom of the aquarium
and to move it back and forth. Do the
loops of thread move? What is causing
them to move? In the cochlea, what causes
the vibrations of the hair-like cells?
(The vibrating liquid)

Inside the spiral shell of the cochlea,
are three canals containing fluid.
Vibrations of the middle ear send waves through
th1166 ripple-sliCeptild. The membranes
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of the inner ear and the hair-like cells
touching the ripples vibrate and cause them
to send the message through the nerves to
the brain.

C. Materials: An aquarium with plant growth in the bottom.

Procedure: If there is a fish aquarium in your classroom
with plant like growing in the bottom it:
have the children obser.re the plants swaying
with the movement of the water. How can we
compare this with the action in the canals
containing liquid and hair-like cells?

17. Leading Question; How are the canals se arated in the cochlea?

Vaterials: An empty chocolate candy box with decorative
paper separating the layers

Procedure: Ask the children to bring in an empty chocolate
box. Observe the decorative pieces of paper
which separates the layers of candy in the
box.

Draw a simple chart, on the chalkboard: of a
cross - section of the cochlea. Ask the children
to find the part of the box which represents
the outer part of the cochlea. What do
the papers between the layers of candy
represent? Instead of candy what is found
in the canals?
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Note to teacher:

18. Leading question:

Along the spiral tunnels strAch a pair of
membranes which separate the canals which
contain liquid. In the experiment the mem-
branes are represented by the dividing
papers of the candy box. The liquid in the
canals is represented by the layers of candy.

How can we compare the :22.,CtlalollyLjnmlla.
area of the brain, and the electric cord

4"40041.M.4.411mira.4%.*
connected tolIa_yalLatamiam_perves?

Materials: Transistor radio

Procedure:

Note to teacher:

Ask a child to bring a transistor radio to
school. Tell him to open the back of the
radio and examine the many tubes connected
by wires, After examining the interior of
the radio, replace the back. Ask the child
to tell which part of the body he can liken
to the inside of the radio. Now switch on
the radio. What is heard? Why is music
heard when the switch is on? What is used
in a radio to cause vibrations? (batteries)
What is used in a house radio to cause vibra-
tions? (electricity) Which part of the
body can we liken to the batteries or the
electrical wire of the radio? (auditory
nerves? Turn off the radio. .Why can't
the music be heard? What vibrates in the
ears before vibrations travel to the brain?

You might have the children conclude that
the tubes in the radio are like the brain,
since they convert the vibrations into some-
thing we can understand. Without the auditory
nerves in the body or the electric wires
of the radio there would be no recorded sound.

19. Leading Question: How can we construct a crude model of an ear?

Materials:

Procedure:

Suggested by the children (funnel, drum,
hammer, anvil, stirrup, snail shell, water,
electric cord, transistor radio, rubber
tubing)

Ask the class to think about all the parts
of the ear through which vibrations travel
in order to understand the sound source
that is heard. Have the children think
about each part of the ear and what could
be assembled to represent that part of the
ear. What does the outer ear resemble?
(funnel) Which things could be used for the
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middle ear? (hammer., anvilp stirrup) What
shape does the inner ear have? (snail shell)
What could. be used for the fluid in the
cochlea? (water or oil? How could we
rer:asent the nerves which carry the impulses
to the brain? (an electric cord) What
could be represented, as the brain hearing
the sound vibrations? (transistor. radio)
What could serve as the. circular canals?
(Several pieces of rUbber or plastic. tubing)

Have the class assemble the parts they have
decided on. Trace the sound vibrations
through the ear to the brain. (turn on the
radio to show what is being heard.)

Have several children perform' some sound
producing acts to be simultaneously acted
out by another child to represent the sound
in the brain. (Examples two drunners)
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20. Leading Question: Besides hearing sounds what other di) does

292122172anillalar us?

A. Materials: Three-dimensional model of ear

Procedure: Have each child stand on one foot and try
to keep from falling over. Is it easy?
Now try it with both eyes closed so you
can't see what is happening. Can you stand
on one foot without any difficulty? What
feeling do you get? (swaying) There must be
a sense to tell which way you are swaying
so that: you can check the direction before
you fall. This is the sense of balance or
equilibrium. It arises in three little
canals that form part of the inner er& -
the semi-circular Lanais near the cochleae

Find the semi-circular canals on the three-
dimensional model of the ear.

B. Materials: Small bowl, water, model of the ear

Procedure: Pour some water into a small bowl. Hold the
bowl very steady until the motion of the
water dies down. Turn quickly to the right.
What is happening to the water in the bawl?
(it is spilling up a little on the left
side of the bowl) The same thing is happening
in the semi-circular canals'of the ear as
the body turns. Liquid in one of the canals
is piling up against one side or the other.

Observe the model of the ear. Notice that
the canals are arranged in three different
directions, so that no matter which way the
body turns or sways, at least one of the
canals has its liquid set in motion. Nerve
impulses make us aware of the motion.

C. Materials: A round screw-type piano stool, a blindfold

Procedure: Blindfold a child and have him sit on a round
screw-type piano stool. Have another child
spin the stool around quickly. Stop the
spinning stool suddenly. Ask the child which
way he feels he is now turning. (He will
feel that he is turning in the opposite
direction because the liquid in the inner
ear, which has been set spinning, continues
its motion to give a sensation of spinning.)
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D. Materials: Norm

Procedure:

21. Leading question:

Have a child turn around and around several
times. Stop suddenly. What feeling is
caused by the sudden stop? (a dizzy feeling)
What is happening in the semi-circular canal
of the ear?

How can we em-hasize the in ortance of our
ears

A. Materials: Film projector, film (any film available)

Procedure: Show a film to the class without the use of
sound. Ask the children if they enjoyed the
film,without sound? Why?

Show the film again using sound. What was
learned in the second showing which we were
unable to learn without sound? What is the
necessity of taking care of our ears so.that
we will never have to be without the important
organ of hearing?

B. Materials: A short story or poem

Procedure:

22. Leading question:

Materials:

Procedure:

Read a short story or poem to the class
without sound. Read the words with lip-
movements. Did you understand the story)
Is it necessary to hear the words?

Now read the story aloud. Did you enjoy the
second reading? Can you imagine how much
you would miss df something were to happen
to our ears to prevent us from hearing?

What effect would a broken eardrum have on

Two round oatmeal or salt boxes the. same size:
two drUmsticks

Use two equal-sized oatmeal boxes to represent
eardrums. Puncture one lid to represent a
pundtured eardrum. Have a child, tap the
unpunctured drum and listen carefully. Have
another child drum on the punctured drum and
compare the sounds of both drums. How does
each drum sound? Which makes the loudest
sound? How can we compare the broken drum
with a broken eardrum? What effect does a
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broken eardrum have on the hearing process?
Why? Can a broken eardrum be replaced? Why?
What important message does this experiment
reveal to us?

List some things that should not be put into
the ear for fear of puncturing the eardrum.

23. Leading Question: WiLitlas2.12caresomeossilfness?
wilLatJaar1125. aid help in all cases?

Materials: Microphone

Procedure:

Note to teacher:

24. Leading Question:

Procedure:

Note to teacher:

25. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

Have the class discuss some possible causes
of deafness. (A, broken eardrum might be a
cause. A bad ear infection could cause some
deafness too. Some people are born deaf.)

How does a hearing aid work? After a dis-
cussion, examine and use a microphone to
determine how it works and, how it can be
applied to a hearing aid.

In some cases hearing aids can be useful.
But if nerves are damaged, a hearing ai4
will not help. A hearing aid is simply a
microphone connected to a speaker which is
kept inside the person's ear. People who
are truly deaf can never hear anything.

How would we feel if we were unable to have
the use of our ears to hear what is going
on around us?

Have each child block out sound by cupping
his hands tightly over his ears. Remain
quiet for five minutes. How did you feel?
What were you curious about? What did you
miss? How long would you like to be unable
to hear? Is it necessary to take care of
our ears in order to have good, hearing all
our lives?

For this experiment, make sure the child
does not put anything in his ears.

How far can the doctor see into the ear 'with
his otoscope?

Model of the ear, flashlight

Have a child flash a flashlight into a model
of an ear. How far can you see into the ear?
Which part of the ear stops the light?
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Note to teacher:

26. Leading Question:

0

A. Materials:

Procedure:

Note to teacher:

B. Materials:

Procedure:

Shine a flashlight into a friend's ear. Now
fax can you see? Can you see the eardrum?
Why?

What do you think the doctor is looking for
in the ear?

The farthest a doctor can see into the ear
with his otoscope is the eardrum.

If our outer ears act as fuEllelaLlIzorml_
we hear necessary sounds when the are
laud enough'

Funnel, rubber tubing, Y-shaped tube

Ask a child to slip a piece of rubber tubing
over the small end of a funnel. Put a Y-
shaped tube into the other end of the rubber
tubing. Fasten another piece of rubber
tubing on each end of the Y-shaped tube.

Have a child run around the room several times
so that his heart beats harder. Have another
child hold the funnel over the runner's heart
and have him hold the end of each piece of
rubber tubing to his ears* Can the runner's
heart- be heard? Now listen without the
apparatus. Can the heartbeat be beard
clearly? Who may use an apparatus like
this? What is it called? (Stethoscope)

What is the source of the vibrations? What is
the conductor of the vibrations? What is used
to make the vibrations louder? Why? What
is the function of the funnel? What does the
heartbeat sound like?

The stethoscope amplifies the sound by coax"
fining the sound waves within the tube and
directing them to the doctor's ears.

Wrist watch, large piece of paper

Tell a child to roll a large piece of paper
into a tube. Place one end of the roll
against a wrist watch. Listen into the other
end of the tube. Can the ticking of the watch
be heard.? Why?

Listen to the watch from the same distance with-
out the roll of paper. Can the ticking of the
watch be heard? Why?



C. Materials:

Procedure:

n.

3

None

Collect and study pictures of other devices
which help us to hear sounds more clearly*
(bearing aid, stethoscope, sound'movies',
microphone, radio, tape recorder, radar,
telephone, record player, telegraph,
television)

Rubber. ±ubln3

s ,red +ube.

"Rubber +06inj

StethoScope

Funnel



27. Leading Question:

Materials :

Procedure:

Note to teacher:

What is 1322_41.91.2f the Eustachian tube?

Rubber tubing, balloon rubber, rubber band.

stretch a piece of balloon rubber over the
end of a piece of rubber tubing. Fasten the
balloon rubber securely with a rubber band.
(The balloon rubber stretched across the end
of the tube represents the eardrum. The
rubber tube represents the Eustachian tube.)
Press on the middle of the' tube with the
thuMb and index finger in order to close the
tdbe. (This represents the small musclee
that aid in opening and closing the Eustachian
tube.)

Ask the children what they think the tube
represents. What does the balloon rubber
represent at the end of the tube? What does
the pressure of the fingers on the tube
represent? What happens in the tube when a
person swallows? What, presses against the
outside of the balloon rubber? What kind, of
a feeling would a person have in his ear if
the air pressure were greater on one side of
the eardrum? What 'would happen to the stretched
rubber if there wasn't enough air pressure on
the inside of the rubber? How can we apply
this information to the eardrum?

Blow against the outside of the balloon rubber.
What happens to the rubber? Blow into the end
of the tube? Have another ,child watch what
happens to the rubber. Why does the balloon
rubber push out or in?

The Eustachian tube is a small passageway
connecting the cavity of the middle ear with
the nasal cavity and serves to keep the air
pressure in the middle ear essentially equal
to the external air pressure so as to equalize
the pressure on the two sides of the eardrum.
Painful swelling of the middle ear, due to
infections, 'may block the Eustachian tube.

When traveling by plane, the pressure is re
lieved within the ear by swallowing, yawning,
or holding the nose and swallowing with the,
mouth closed. These maneuvers tense the
small muscles that aid in opening the
Eustachian tube. Chewing gum on descent may
alSo help to equalize the pressure in the
ears.
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28. Leading Question:

A. Materials:

Procedure:

act,11,00; bbe

--- lobe r. brxrici

7?)

obber i ( u-s cNail) 64)

How does the inner ear rotect itself from
dirt and insects?

Spiral fly paper, microscope, magnifying glass,
encyclopedia

Hang, a spiral fly paper in the doorway of the
Cassroam. Observe what happens to the fly
paper over a period of several days. Allow
the children to make observations. What
happens when a fly settles on the paper? Why?
Examine the paper with a microscope or magni-.
Eying glass. What can be seen on the paper
besides flies? (dirt and dust) Why does the
dirt and dust stick to the paper? To which
part of the ear can the sticky fly paper be
likened? (sound canal leading to the eardrum")
What can be found in the sound canal that acts
as the sticky part of the fly paper? (wax).

Besides wax, which other parts in the canal
help to keep out some dirt and insects?
(bmali. hairs) Search for information in the
encyclopedia, to back up the suppositions.



Note to teacher: The material on the fly paper has an odor
which attracts flies while the odor of the
wax in the ear repels most insects.

B. Materials: Cactus plant with =my fine spines, encyclopedia

Procedure:

29. Leading Question:

Observe a cactus plant which contains many
fine spines* What is the purpose of the spines
on a cactus plant? Back up your suppositions
by checking with the encyclopedia. To which
part of the ear can we liken the spines of
the cactus plant? (the hairs in, the sound
canal.) What purpose can the hairs in the
sound canal serve?

Where are the ears of a cricket?

Materials: Magnifying glass, a cricket -am the field,
encyclopedia or science books

Procedure:

30. Leading question:

Materials:

Procedure:

Have the children locate information about
the cricket in special science books ox the
encyclopedia* Ask the children to find a
live cricket in a field and to bring it into
the classroom. Use a magnifying glass to find,
the cricket's ears. Where are the ears of
the cricket? Are they at the usual place we
expect them .to be found? (it is a small
white spot just below the elbow of the
cricket's front leg)

Since snakes have no external ears how do
the hear?

Terrarium, live garden snake or water snake,
book on snakes

We sometimes hear or read about Indian
snake charmers* The snake seems to follow
and move to the sound of the flute. Does

the snake really hear the music of the flute?

Have a snake lover, in the class, find a garden
or water snake. Have him place it in a ter -

ranium, in the classroom. Place a screen over
the terrarium to prevent the snake from
escaping. Over a period of several weeks,
try many times to interest the snake in a
special sound* (a whistle, flute) Blow
the whistle from.different positions above,
below, front, side and rear, Keep a record
of what the snake does when the whistle is
blown near it.



Sometimes go through the process of blowing
the whistle without producing sound. From
time to time report to the class the findings.
If the experiment does not seem to answer the
questions, then read to find out about the
hearing of snakes. Experiment again to see
.f we can determine how they know when a
person is approaching them in the woods or
fields.

Note to teacher: Although snakes have no external ears, they
are sensitive to vibrations from the ground.

31. Leading question;

Materials:

Procedure:

What meana of communication do ants use?

Gallon jar, loose soil from an anthill, ants
and pupae from an anthill, panepiece'of
sponge, ant food (bits of apple, cake, bread),
piece of dark paper

Ask the children to try to find an anthill or
to search under atones to find a colony of
ants. Make sure the child replaces the stone
over the ants so that the ants will not be
frightened away before he returnaruto,get,them.

To prepare an ant observation house, find a
screw -top gallon glass jar. Fill the gallon
jar nearly full withc,loosepaboistu$OiLfrom
the anthill or from under the rock. Place some
ants and pupae in the jar. Find the queen ant
which is much larger than the other ants. Put
the ants in the jar. Place the jar in a
shallow pan of water to prevent the ants from
escaping. Hang a piece of wet sponge over the
top edge of the jar for the ants to drink
water. Feed the ants with tiny bits of cake,
bread' or apple. Wrap the jar in dark paper
and place it in a dark closet for several
days. When the ants are not being observed
keep them in a dark place. After several
days take the jar from the closet and remove
the paper, Observe the ants. Make many
attempts to attract them, with sound. Do you
think they hear vibrations or do they feel
them? Can you find their ears? Keep a
record of your observations.

When the ant colony has been studied for
several weeks make your conclusions. If the
class is still not satisfied, find some books
about ants in the library and read to find if
you have come to the correct conclusions.
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Note to teacher: Ants do not hear the way-Ve dol but
very sensitive to vibrations in the
and nest. The organs that perceive
are located on the third leg joint,
thorax, and the head,

they are
earth
vibrations
the



ACTIVITIES TO ASSIGN FOR HOMEWORK OR INDIVIDUAL RESEARCH

32. Leading Question:

A. Materials;

Procedure:

B. Materials*

Procedure:

33. Leading Question:

Procedure:

Note to teacher:

Are all ears alike? Are
the head?

all ears found on
al.".141,0**Okrare....10

Science book

Sea

s, encyclopedia

ch for these answers in science books or
the encyclopedia. Read to find:

Row do most mammals hear?
How do birds hear?
How do insects hear?
How do bats hear?
How do toads hear?
Do turtles have ears? Is it true that they

are deaf?
Do snakes have ears?
On which part of the body does the grass.

hopper have its .,hearing part?
Why does the rabbit have long ears?
How do big ears help a mouse?

None

After different members of the class have
reported their findings on kinds of ears,
have the members of the class make up riddles
to test their knowledge of kinds of ears
or hearing parts of animals.

Example: This animal has 6 legs. Its, ears
are located on the front legs. It has ear-
drums but no outer ears. That animal is it?
(Cricket)

If a tree falls in the forest and no one is

P.E22222121.19.6.11LP0012121:---%°duce.ell

Discuss among your friends an old saying:
"If a tree falls in the forest) and no one
hears it, there is no sound." What is missing?

Remember that in order to hear, four things
are necessary; a vibrating body, a conductor
of sound, ears to receive sound waves, and
the brain.



Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

35. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

Note to teacher:

c'Alter earEi

than for man?
r,ater service for animals

,44 .al..,

Multi.aext Science Books, encyclopedia

Encourage the children to investigate many
science books or the encyclopedia to find
out about the purpose of different sizes
of outer ears for different animals.

How do the semicircular canalsarals h 1p us to...A.......*1.4.11/.....41.21.aNA(.7. .

keUe.9ael."/I'4":;"
?

Three glasses of water, chart of the inner ear

Have the children fill three glasses with
water. Stand the three glasses in a row on
a table, Tip the right hand Glass to the
right* Place a small. object under the tilted
glass* Keep the middle glass standing on the
table. Tip the left hand glass to the left.
Place an object under the glass to keep it
tilted* Observe the movenent or the water in
the OJAss qc.. it Is moved, RelatE this move-
ment of the -water in the glasses mith the
movement of the fluid in the semicircular
canals.

Think of some of the times when you have had
trouble with your balance. (Seasickness and
dizziness produced by swing ing or turning
around rapidly result from excessive stimu-
lation of the semicircular canals in one
direction)

The semicircular canals do not help us to
hear. They are concerned with our sense of
balance. Each canal detects balance in a
different direction.

Nerves carry messages from the canals to the
brain, which relays the messages to the
muscles we use to keep our balance. The
brain sends "messages" to the various
muscles of the neck) trunk) and limbs that
maintain the *balance of the body.

Dizziness and trouble with balance occur when
the semicircular canals are diseased.



36, Leading Question:

A. Materials:

Procedure:

How can I build an artificial ear? How can
I show how the vibrations of the eardrum
ossicles and coci'1ea work?

Mailing tube, paper plate, rubber bands, wood,
nails, paper cup, water, radio, thunib tacks,
string, dowel, button

Have the children bring in the materials
listed. Cut a mailing tube in half.



Note to teacher:

With the help of an older brother or father4
construct a rack to place the mailiAg tube
firmly in place. Nail the two V-shaped
pieces of vood on a small board.

Cut a hole in the center of a paper plate.
Tape the end of the mailing tube to the plate
to represent the outer ear and the ear canal.
Stretch a piece of tracing paper over the
opposite end of the mailing tube, Fasten the
paper with a ribber band. The stretched
tracing pelper represent the .344.rouo

Tape a large button to the center of the
tightly stretched tracing .paper. The
button represents the hammer.

Tie a string around the end of a dowel stick.
Tape the string to the top of the =fling
tube so that the dowel can hang in front of
the button. The do4el represents the anvil.
Press the point of a thunib tack "into the
opposite end of the dowel to represent the
stirrup.

Use a paper cup filled with water for the
cochlea. Place the paper cup close enough
to the thunib tack on the end of the'dowel
so that it touches the cup.

Place a radio near the outer ear. Sound
vibrations coming through the tube should
cause the water in the cup to break into
ripples.

It may be necessary to insert a cone-shaped
paper funnel into the tube leading to the
eardrum to cause greater vibration of the
stretched paper.
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B. Materials: Use model Ay mailing tube, tracing paper:
rubber band

Procedure: Use model A with the exception of the paper
cup*

Cover one end of another mailing tube with
tracing paper, Stretch tightly and fasten
with a rubber band«

Lay the mailing tube on the table close to
the dowel. Listen to the radio through the
open end of the tube. The sound vibrations
should cause the thumb tack, on the end of
the dowel to vibrate against the tightly
stretched paper,
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litiAAA BODY

1.32.da j.:1;zaslure

Cells

UND ERSTANDINGS TO BE DISCOVERED

The human body is composed of idny structured
units called cells which ere of various shapes
d :sllze s.

Cells have three main parz$: the nucleus r thy.
protoplasm, and the ce11 wmbrane.

Each cell performs a sneclfJx. function for the
1ody.

Tiesues a:re groups of cells which. are oraanized
to perform certain body functionS.

Various types of ape ci all7ed tissue are present
in the body.

Organs are groups of tissues working together.

Systems are groups of organs working together.

Cells are composed of similar materials: carbon,
oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen,, and tiny amounts of
other substances.

CellE'receive.nourishment and eliminate "waste
materials through a process called osmosis.

Cells present in the body are encased in a'salty
liquid called lymph.

When cells are injured, they can be repaired or
replaced by new cells (mitosin).

Some micro-organisms are harmful to the body
while others are beneficial.

Bacteria and viruses are types of micro-organisms.

Bacteria have three basic forms: coccus (round);
bacillus (rod-snaped); and spirochetes (spiral).

Grade 4

MATED ACTIVITIES

4.0 cam

19

19

19

19

2, 3

2,3

14.) 9

70 8) 14

5 6, 7

3, 5) 60 7)
. 14,

Viruses are the smallest form of bacteria. 5, 7

Immunization can give protection against certain
harmful bscteri



HUMAN BODY

Body wSaructure

Skin

UNDERSTANDINGS TO BE DISCOV

The skin is the sensitive protective covering
of the body which is campl)sed of millions of
tiny cells.

Grade 4

pr9.4TheD ACTIVITUS

18
1, 2, 10, 11,

The exterior layer of the skin is called the
epiderais which consists of dead cells 10, 11, 16, 18

Dead cells are rubbed.off through bodily actions
and are then replaced. 4 17, i8

The interior layer of the skin is called the dermis
which contains the sweat rAnd oil glands, the
blood vessels, and the nerve endings. 12, 13, 16

Skin grows at different thicknesses on the body. 110 16

Pigment is the substance which determines skin
color. 20

Pores are tiny openings in the skin which aid in
controlling body temperature. 13

Sweat glands aid in eliminating liquid wastes
from the body. 13

Oil glands secrete oil to lubricate the skin. 12, 17, 18

Burns and sunburns occur when part of the layers
of the skin are subjected to excessive heat or
overexposed to the sunts rays. 18

Proper diet, rest, exercise, and cleaning help
maintain healthy skin. 14, 15



Dc,, d'

Muscles

UNDERSTANDINGS TO BE DISCOVERED

The body is dependent on muscles for any type
of movement.

BMW BODY

Animals move in certain ways because of their
muscular and skeletal structure.

Nerve impulses activate muscles.

Muscle tissue is composed of fibers that are
strong and elastic.

Muscles work in pairs.

There are three types of muscles in the body.

Different types of muscles perform various
functions. 21, 24, 26, 27

Muscles are essential to body functions. 29

Voluntary muscles can be consciously controlled. 22, 24, 26, 27

Involuntary muscles work without the aid of
conscious control. 22, 28

Muscles are developed through usage. 30

Muscle tone is lost when muscles become fatigued
or are weakened by injury or disease. 26, 31

The body can, and does, repair muscl4 tissue.

Strains occur when muscles are stretched beyond
capacity. 26

Tendons connect muscles to bones, 'while ligaments
connect bones to other bones. 21, 41, 45

Grade 4

REIATED ACTIVITIES

23, 2,0 26, 28,

29

33, 34, 43

22

210 32

23, 24, 25, 29

210 24
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HUMAN BODY

Body Structure

Skeleton

UNDERSTANDINGS TO BE DISCOVERED

Grade 4

MATED ACTIVITIES

The skeleton is the framework of the body -which
'!hi.pe!L, supports, =?..11.1 thr? body 36, 37 39y

4o,v 44, 46

The skeleton is jointed to enable the body
*Preedam of movement.

Joints fulfill, different fu ctions and have
various structures.

Dislocations occur when joints are dislodged.

SprairA occur when the ligaments surrounding
joints are injured.

Joints are self - lubricating.

340 35, 43, 440
47

34,x+7

34, 47

Nan has a jointed thumb which works in opposition
to the other fingers. 42

Calcium and phosphorus strengthen the supportive
power of the skeleton. 38

Vitamin and mineral deficiencies, affect the
skeleton.

Before bones harden (ossify), they ar called
cartilage. 38

The marrow contains the blood vessels and
nerves. 48

Bones grow at different rates and determine
various body proportions. 35, 36, 40, 460

49

Bones can, and do, repair themselves after
proper medical treatment.

The spinal column is the primary factor in
maintaining body erectness.

Correct posture is essential for proper body
functioning.

35, 37

37



HUMAN BODY

pok_Structure Grade

ACTIVITIES

1. Leading Question: What do bob. cells look like?

Materials: Toothpicks, le)dinev gla slides and covf,:r
slips, microscope

A. Procedure:

B. Procedure:

C. Procedure:

Working in committees, have one child in
each group gently rub with the flat end of
the toothpick the inside of their cheek.
Place the scrapings on a slide and add a
tiny drop of iodine. Cover the slide and
place it under the microscope. What appears?
Do cells vary in structure with the various
class members?

Repeat activity using scrapings from, the
scalp.

Repeat activity using dry skin scales.

Compare the results. What cells appear
different? Why?

EXTENDED STUDY: The better students maybe able to do drawings
of the cells as seen through the microscope.

What sre the main parts of a cell?
Materials: Microscope, slide and cover, staining solution

(iodine), onion

2. Leading Question:

Procedure:

Vote to teacher:

Have the children take a slice of onion and
divide the layers. Attached to each layer
is a thin tissue layer. Have them
carefully remove this layer and place it
carefully on a slide. Next, place a drop
of staining solution on the slide, cover it,
and place it under the microscope. Discuss
what can be seen? Can the three main parts
be identified? What are their functions?

To vary the activity, have the children try
a piece of green leaf to see if the cells
are different in any bay?

This would be a good opportunity to utilize the
drawings made under Understandings 11. The



drawings could be It.:..Lee.4 u ^rt a4 nucleus,
protoplasm, etc.

3. Leading Question: Row do cells receive nourishment?

Materials:

Procedure:

Note to teacher:

4. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

Box of clear geletin, some starch, cologne,
plastic sandwich bag, string, small piece
of clay, iodine, jars

The children will first have to make, or the
teacher prior to the lesson can make, the cell
itself. This can be done by boiling one cup
of water and then adding the gelatin. Add
one-half a cup more of cold water, a teaspoon-
ful of starch, and a teaspoonful of cologne.
Stir the entire mixture and place a small
amount in the plastic bag. Add a tiny ball
of clay to serve as the cell nucleus* Tie
the bag securely so that its appearance is
basically round. Compare thc. materials in a
cell.

Have the children place their bags in jars,
filled about three-quarters full with warm
water. Put iodine in one jar and clear water
in the other jar. What happens in the two
jars? Why?

In the iodine solution, the iodine will diffuse
through the bag and will turn the starch
solution blue) whereas in the clear solution)
the perfume will have diffused into the water.
The children will be able to detect this by
smelling the solution.

EtotLauj.t.4o,ctsrtaspsssd?

None

After discusssing and experimenting with cell
division, see if the children are able to
complete the following table. One complete
division requires about 20 minutes.



Time No. of Bacteria

0 min, 1

20 mm. 2

4o min, 4

1 hour

1 hour 20 minutes

8

16

1 hour 40 minutes
............................

2 hours

32

.

'12 hours

6.0NMOO

1 day

5. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

Note to teacher;

How lar e can a colon of bacteria become?

Sterile agar of beef solution, covered
Petri dish or jar (agar-agar can be obtained
from Science Helping Teacher)

Have the children place some sterile agar in
either of the above containers. Leave the
jars open for a few minutes and then close
them tightly, What happens after a few days?
Have the children keep a record of how many
colonies appear each day. Are there more
colonies at the end of the week or have the
few original merely spread? Are they the
same eolors? Compare the shapes,

To vary the experiment, try exposing a few
jars to the air for a few minutes and then
expose the jars to different physical condi-
tions. Have the children recod what happens
in each jar and then compc1r* results,

At, 9



6 Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

Note to teacher:

7. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

Note to teacher:

How_12,1292Ila221ta easel'

Three oranges, one of which is mildewed,
sterilized needles

Puncture the moldy part of a mildewed orange.
Using the same needle, inject it into one of
the fresh oranges. With another sterilized
needle, puncture the third orange. Compare
the two oranges after a feW days. What has
happened? Why/

About a week prior to this experiment, place
an orange in the sunlight,: This will cause
mildew to form which is necessary to the
above experiment.

ykaaltplItsItElabe isolated?

Cotton swabs, covered Petri dished filled
with agar or beef solution

Wet a serile cotton swab slightly and bring
it in contact with the top of a colony of
bacteria. (Perhaps one from the toothpaste
experiment), With this sample, make a zig
zag streak across the top of the sterile
agar. Have the children observe closely for
a few days. Is the colony the same as the
one from which the sample was taken? Why?

A pure culture will develop. Doctors use
this method to isolate the causes of certain
diseases.

8. Leading Question:. lagaIS°±122,2=9111dLETISEII1222

Materials:

Procedure:

Note to teacher:

Different brands of toothpaste, five or six
Petri dishes with either agar solution or
beef solution

After exposing the Petri dishes to the air
for 30 minutes, have the children place small
amounts of the different toothpastes in each
dish. What happens after a few days? Why?
Compare results.

To vary the experiment, have the children
scrape some material from between their teeth
and then scratch it into the agar. Add
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9. Leading question:

Materials:

toothpaste and close ti,htly. Try this
with several brands. Place the dishes in
a warm, dark place for a week. Compare and
discuss the outcome.

Does water aid in the rowth of bacteria?

Powdered milk, two glass jars

Procedure: Have each committee place half of the powdered
milk in one jar and add water. In the other
jar, place the second half of the powdered
milk. Seal both jars and place them on a
windowsill for a few days. Do they have the
same odor? Why or why not?

Note to teacher: The removal of the water effect the growth
of the bacteria.

10. Leading Question: Now is the skin like a si nal s item?

Materials: Large brass paper fasteners, blindfolds

Procedure: Have the children select partners. One
partner should spread the ends of the fastener
about a half an inch apart, while the other
child is being blindfolded. Working first
on the back of the hand, have the partner
touch with either one end or both ends of the
fastener while the other child tells how many
prongs are felt. Why can only one be felt
even though two maybe making contact?

Note to teacher:

Nuw try touching the fastener on other body
areas such as the palm of the hand, fingertips,
forehead, tip of nose, and the upper and lower
arms. Where can only one be felt even if
there are two? Why? (Skin is less sensitive
in some areas because only one nerve will be
contacted).

To vas entire activity,. have the children
try changing the distance between the ends of
the fastener, increasing it a .little after
each trial. Children can keep a record on a
table similar to the following one.
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Area of Skin Contacted Distance Between
the two Points

Palm of Hand

Back of Hand

Nose

Forehead

wirlo*.e.

Fingertips
.

Leg

11. Leading question:

Materials:

A. Procedure:

How thick is skin?

Salt, sheets of oaktag, cornflakes

Sprinkle grains of salt on to the sheet of
oaktag and then have the children gently
touch it with the inside of their wrists.
How does it feel? Now have them touch it
gently with their fingertips,, Which way
co.4 the grains of salt be felt best? Why?

Procedure: Repeat the above experiment using crushed
cornflakes.

12. Leading Question:

Materials:

Discuss why the cornflakes can be felt easier
than the salt.

How is the skin lubricated?

Eye droppers, water, baby oil, vaseline

Procedure: Let the children place tiny drops of water
on the backs of their hands. What happens?
Why? Now have the children cleanse their
hands with soap and try the same procedure
immediately. What happens? Why? How is
oil useful to the skin? What might happen
if the skin did not have sufficient oil?

Note to teacher: Repeat this experiment by placing tiny drops
of water on the backs of hands that have been
rubbed with baby oil or vaseline. What
happens? Why do long distant swimmers thor-
oughly cake their bodies with grease before
attempting to swim hours and hours? How does
the oil on a duck's feathers provide pro-
tection for that duck?
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13. Leading Question: How is the body alx-conO.Itiollea

Materials: Ink, magnifying glasses, eye droppers,
blotting paper

Procedure:

14. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

Note to teacher:

Allow the children to place small drops of
ink on the palms of their hands. Have them
then look at the spot under a magnifying
glass. What are the small pits called?
What job do they perform? Why?

On an extremely hot afternoon, direct the
children in some vigorous activity. Give
the children pieces of blotter and let them,
blot their foreheads. What happens? Why?

How can this be related to an air-conditioner?

Why bother to wash?

Mixture of beef solution or prepared agar
placed in several Petri dishes

Prepare the Petri dishes. Have one child
touch a spot of the solution. Before touching
the next dish, have the child rinse the hand
with water. For the third dish, have the
child wash with soap and water before touching
the solution. Observe the dishes for a few
days. Why is there less bacteria in one dish?

To vary the activity, have one of the children
rub a swab over his teeth and then streak the
solution with the swab. Now have him brush
his teeth and take another sample. What
happens in the dishes after a few days? Why?
Try using other areas of the body, e.g., nosey
elbow, and fingernails. Are the bacteria
the same?

15. Leading Question: How do bacteria sumal?

Materials: Covered Petri dishes, agar, cotton swabs

Procedure: Permit the children to rub clean, moist swabs
over various objects they touch, (e.g. a book
or doorkndb). Then have them rub each swab
over the agar - -.one fiwnb for each dish. Watch
what happens. Which object was the most
unclean? Why? Are all the bacteria the same?
Why or why not? Compare and record the data.
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Note to teacher:

i6, Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

17. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

18. Leading Ques

Materials:

Procedure r.

If prepared agar Is not readilv available,
the following can be utilized:

P

One-half pint rich 'beef broth
One quart of liquid gelatin
One pinch salt
One pinch baking soda

repare the gelatin according to the package.
dd the beef broth, salt, and baking soda.

Boil four jars for one hol.3r. While the
gelatin is hot, pour it into the sterilized
jars. Cap tightly.

How deep does skin?

Related charts and, visuals from the Instruc-
tional Materials Center

Discuss and observe the various layers of the
skin. Compare the functions of each part.
A scar on a child's arm or leg can lead to
a deeper concept of skin.

Whyd29.2.112Ain need oil?

None

fM

Discuss what happens when hands are in a
dishpan for a long time. Way? Can this
be compared to what happens in the winter
to the lips? Why or why not? What happens
if something is put onto the lips?

ion: ITIAMELATA2211LEt28Ekang2:1

Sun lamp, lettuce, wet blotter paper

Discuss the effects of the summer sun on
the skin. Why are lotions applied before
and after exposure to the sun?

Expose the lettuce leaves and wet blotter
paper to the rays of the qun lamp. What
happens to the moisture in the lettuce?
Why does the blotter dry up? How does this
pertain to our skin?
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Leading Question: how do cellr reth0r:

Materials: Related charts and visuals from the
Instructional Materials Center

Procedure:

EXTENDED STUDY:

Through the use of visuals, disc,zzs the
differences oetween tissues, organs and
systems. Row does one system depend upon
the other?

Borrow a "Turn-a Gear" from a kindergarten
teacher or gear transparency from the Audio
Visual Aids Center. Label each gear as a
tissue, organ, system, etc. As one gear
turns, all gears turn. This can be related
to the concept of how all individual parts
work together for the whole.

20. Leading Question: Dc'el5.22122bLET12.11122922122122Ierial?

Materials: Celery, food coloring, ink, glass

Procedure: Place the celery in a glass of coltzed water
or ink. What happens to the celery after
a few days? Why? Can this be compared to
the human body? Why do some people have
darker skin tone and hair color than others?
What is this coloring material called?

21. Leading question: Where are muscles located in the body?

Materials: Model of human body from Science Materials
Center

Procedure:

22. Leading Question:

Materials:

A. Procedure:

Model should be available in the room for the
children to work with as the unit is studied.
Have them note the various differences in
muscle tissue.

What happens v120.291.129,21.222921ELLIEV

None

Discuss what happens when something hot is
touched? Why? Did you have time to think
about what happened and then act? Do any
other organs in the body work this way?

B. Procedure: This might be an opportunity to touch some-
thing cold. A good comparison can then
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be made. Why does tne .soul react one way for
hot and the other way for cold? Let the
children actually touch two objects.

23. Leading Question: How do arm muscles work?

Materials:

Procedure:

Two pieces of plywood or heavy cardboard,
three cuphooks, cord. string

After the mndel illustrated has been constructed
encourage the cnildren to operate the model
and compare it to the 'workings of the human
arm. Why can't the arm be bent at other
than the elbow? Could the fingers be made
to bend.? How?

rs4u+ and ..b o t-

PI y wotoct

Zvbber (+bin s+k...curuis ct-or bic.,4le, ct-
ct.utoYyN obi tes sihne.t" *06e)



Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

12:241.ma.9114r.21Imp.9,82taezy

Two balloons (preferably of different colors),
small hinge, two pieces of wood

After the model illustrated below has been
constructed (perhaps by a few boys in the
class,) the children should be encouraged
to experiment with the device. Observe
the 3h *pe of the. ballOonslo you. move"then
boards apart w CoMp*re the, results.witha'c,
the operation-of:body mu'scles.-

:;(;

00.11111 1,10141w

,040:00.°000,

00'1°

25w Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

Can muscles work alone?

None

Ask the children to locate the pair of muscles
that move their forearms. Have them straighten
their arm while pressing the hand to a solid
surface. As they press dawn, have them feel
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the space between their elbow and shoulder
and then feel the same space on the other
side of their arms. How do they feel? Last,
have them bend their arms at the elbow, while
pulling the fist toward their faces. Why do
the muscles feel different?

2b. Leading Question: How do muscles act like levers?

Materials:

Procedure:

Plywood sections cut to represent the foot
and leg and the head and neck (see illustra-
tion below), rubber strips

After the models have been constructed accord.
ing to the illustration, encourage the chil-
dren to operate the models to see if they can
compare theca to the operation of levers. What
happens as the parts move? Why does one
stretch while the other contracts? Does this
happen in the body? Why and where? What
might happen if the muscles are stretched
too far?
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27. Leading Question: Are all muscles alike?

Materials: Two pieces of wood which are one inch square
and one foot long, hinge, balloons

Procedure: The boys can construct the two devices
pictured below. Have the children work the
device with the purpose of discovering what
happens when a muscle moves and also the
difference between a bicep and a tricep
muscle.

28. Leading Question: What are the silent movers of the body?

Materials:

Procedure!.

Dinner knife, hairpin (for each child or
each group)

Have the children hold the knife tightly in
their hands and then place a hairpin astride
the knife. The knife should then be elevated
just enough so that the prongs of the hair-
pin just touch the table. Make certain that
the pin is in a slanted position. What happens
to the pin? Why?
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Note to teacher: The pin walks along the knife because of the
slight movement of the arm muscles which hold
the weight of the knife.

29. Leading Question: idEHowandldnuscleschane shape?

Materials: None

Procedure: Have the children demonstrate various
activities such as pretending to throw a
ball, rowing a boat, kicking a ball, etc.
Encourage them to observe and then feel
what is happening to the muscles of their
arms and legs. Why are only certain muscles
moving? Do they feel different when they
are moving? Why?

Note to teacher: Obtain the model of the human body from the
Science Materials Center to observe the
various muscular systems in greater detail.

30. Leading Question: How are muscles different in size?

Materials: Tape measures

Procedure: Have the boys "make a muscle" in their upper
arms. The girls can then measure around the
arm where the muscle is the largest. Record
the measurements. Now have the boys "make
a muscle" with the other arm and have the
girls record this measurement. Compare the
results. Why is there a difference? (For
most children the muscles in the right arm
should be more highly developed because
of more frequent usage.)

31. Leading Question: Do muscles ever tire?

Materials: None

Procedure: Have the children open and close their fingers
as rapidly as they can for as many times as
they can, keeping count if desired. Compare
results. Why were some able to perform more
effectively than others. Also note how long
it takes until the muscles feel rested, Does
this time vary when the period of exercise is
shortened or lengthened? Why?
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Note to teacher: This activity can bm ~:ax led by using
different types of physical activities.

Leading question: What are muscles made of?

Materials: Piece of lean beef, stove

Procedure: Bring in a piece of lean fresh beef. Have
the children Observe the muscles of the beef
in a natural state. Then boil the beef.
Discuss with the children what happens. Why?
(Tiny individual muscle fibers will appear).
What function do the fibers perform?

33. Leading Question: How do musalm.91mEthe Iplapepf the body?

Materials: Books, tape measures

Procedure: Children should divide into pairs. One child
should then hold a book down at his side.
The other member should then measure the arm
at its thickest part. Then have them lift
the books and, again measure the distance
around. What happened? Why?

34. Leading Question: Does the bod move in different wan?

Materials: None

Procedure: Select children to demonstrate as many ways
as possible of moving the whole body (e.g.
walking, running) as compared to individual
body movements (e.g. bending a toe).
Encourage the children to see how many
whole body and individual body movements
they can find?

Note to teacher: To vary the activity, have the children
discover ways the body is unable to move.

35. Leading Question :' What is the bpdx122.1Eacturlajlatalatt

Materials: Skeletal model can be obtained from Science
Materials Center

Procedure: Have the skeletal model available for the
children to examine and work with. Develop
the idea of ribs protecting the lungs,
the spinal cord the network for the nerves,
etc.
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36. Leading Question: HTLaljT212112211=a2291IboiL

Materials: Book, sheets of paper

Procedure: Provide each group of children with sheets
of paper and a book. Encourage them to
devise ways for the paper to support the
book's weight.

Note to teacher:

37. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

38. Leading Question:

By rolling the sheets of paper into a tight
cylinder, they will be able to support the
weight of the book. This can be compared
to bone structure, in which the outer layers
of cells are packed close together, forming
a much stronger structure.

Raggedy An doll, or other soft-stuffed doll,
rulers

Try standing the doll upright. What happens?
Why? Encourage the children to devise ways
of making the doll stand straight. What
important bone keeps the body erect? Why
can't the doll move it's leg properly? What
built-in system does the body have that
enables bending at knees and elbows?

Wh do bones need minerals?

Materials: Two chicken bones of near equal size, vinegar,
two glass jars

Procedure: Have the children place the two chicken bones
in separate containers--one containing water
and the other vinegar. Allow them to soak
for at least two days. Why is one bone
easier to break?

39. Leading Question: 11"(3;2J2a212.12IEL12.217221EW

Materials: Balloons, catcher's mitt, rubber balls

Procedure: Tape balloons to the blackboard. Select
a child to throw balls at the balloons and
try to break them. Are they easy to break?
Why? Now have one child hold the catcher's
mitt over one of the balloons and have the
children try to break the balloon underneath.
Why can't it be done? (Compare to the bones
serving as protective devices for body organs).



40. Leading question: FD2L114141ka&al
Materials: Pictures of buildings under construction

Procedure: Display a variety of construction pictures
about the room. Through discussion, encourage
the children to compare the framework of
buildings to the framework of their bodies.

41. Leading Question: the toes and

Materials: A chicken foot

Procedure: Allow the boys to cut the skin from the
extreme top of an uncooked chicken foot.
Behind the bone is the tendon. Observe
what happens. Why?

A similar experiment can be done with a
rabbit's foot.

11.2, Leading Question:
W19. 111.! man's th121(111,MPaLt3241!

Materials: Tape

Procedure: Divide the class into two teams--"A and B".
On team "A", tape the member's thumbs to
their index fingers. Have team '!B" time
team "A" while they perform everyday tasks,
such as.writing, threading a needle, shooting
a marble, etc. Now, as a control, tape team
'!B's" middle and index fingers together and
have them perform the identical tasks. Dis-
cuss how the times compare. Why?

43. Leading Question: Do all animals move in the same way?

Materials: None

Procedure: Discuss various animals and their methods
of locomotion. How do they vary according
to size and number of appendages? Be sure
to compare birds, apes, horses, fish and
snakes. How are the vertebrates movements
different from those of the invertebrates?
Why? The children may wish to make a
picture collection that shows various animals
in motion.

44. Leading Question: What does a human skeleton look like?

Materials: Old X-ray photographs

Procedure: Display a series of old X-ray photographs
of various skeletal sections. See if the
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children are able to discover the names of
any of the bones pictured.

45. Leading Question: Where are tendons located and wh are llej.
important?

Materials: None

Procedure: Encourage the children to feel the tendons
in the hollow of their elbow, neck, heel
and wrist. Ask them to note what happens
as they are at rest and then in motion.
How does movement result?

46. Leading Question: D° we dmiavellnang

Materials: Halloween skeleton, felt tip pen

Procedure: As a little extra project) a skeleton can
be hung in the rear of the classroom where
th, children can label various bones. Some
may even wish to find how many bones are
in their body?

47. Leading Question;

Materials: Chicken bones, stove

Procedure: Cook a thigh bone and lower leg bone of a
chicken and also a. thigh bone and a pelvic
bone in soapy water to remove all the
grease from the bones. (After such a
process, they can be kept indefinitely).
Place them on display and encourage the
children to operate them. The thigh and
lower leg illustrate a hinge joint and the
thigh and pelvic bone illustrate a ball
and socket joint. Then have them try
locating these bone joints on a skeletal
model or on their classmates. Encourage
them to try and discover why the body is
jointed.

48. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

What's inside a bone?

Large soup bones, saw

Have some of the boys saw through some
large soup bones. What can be observed.?
What purpose does this inner layer perform?
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49. Leading Question:

Materials:

A. Procedure

Procedure

Are all bones alike?

Bones (Class Kit) Available from the Central
Science Library,

A comparative study of bones can be shared
by the entire claws by assembling 6 dis-
articulated, skeletons (3 cats, 2 rabbits, 1 mink).

Encourage the children to collect various
types amd sizes of bones. Compare them.

Why are some shaped differently? Are they
different colors? Why? Why might fish
and birds have more delicate skeletal
structures?



ACTIVI,JES TO ASSIGN FOR HOMEWORK OR ITS DUAL RES E
t

500 Leading Question:

Procedure:

5a. Leading Question:

Procedure:

52. Leading Question:

5

Procedure:

Ealuilc12,22211luammLL

Some students may wish to extend the table
found in Activity #4 much further.

ow deep does skin go?

Some children may 'wish to investigate skin
textures on various animals) e.g. elephant)
snake) etc. Refer to Activity #16.

1/1212222:2EIuscles?x.ocatedin the bod ?

Some children might be encouraged to sketch
and label the muscular syeten. Refer to
Activity ;021.

Leading Question: How are muscles different in size?

Procedure:

54. Leading Question:

Procedure:

Several children might wish to research for
exercises to strengthen muscles and then try
them out on their classmates for an extended
time period. Refer to Activity 4430.

Hov....,z do muscles chap e the sha e of the bod Y

Let the children discover how spools of thread
and a string could make a model of the human
backbone. Could felt be added between the
spools and rubber bands connect them? What
could they compare to in the body? Refer
to Activity #33,

55. Leading Question: Do all animals move in the same we, ?

Procedure:

56. Leading Question:

Procedure:

57. Leading Question:

Procedure:

Have the children compare the running speeds
of different animals. Which is the fastest?
Which is the slowest? Does size make a dif.0
ference. Refer to Activity #43.

Where are tendon2lmdwhmjimaa
1422EISIY

Some children may wish to relate the legend
of Achilles to the class. Refer to Activity

i45*

Compare the differences in the structure and
number of bones in various animals. Refer
to Activity #46.
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HUMAN BODY

GRADE 5



HUMAN BODY

Body Systems Grade

ENeX212LW124

UNDERSTANDINGS TO BE DISCOVERED RELATED ACTIVITIES

The nervous system, consisting of nerves, spinal
cord, and brain, enables us .to be aware of our
environment. 1

A neuron is the functioning structure of the
nervous system,

Nerves connect all body parts with the spinal cord
and the brain.

2

1

Sensory nerves carry messages from the sense organs
to the brain. 3

Motor nerves carry messages from the brain, ordering
movement, 3

Reflex action is an automatic response. 5, 7

The spinal cord acts as the pathway to and from the
body and the brain. 1

The brain controls all of our actions, 1, 4

The cerebellum coordinates the movements of muscles, 4

The cerebrum is that portion of the brain controlling
voluntary activities. 40 6

The medulla controls involuntary body actvities. 4, 6

Rest and relaxation help keep the nervous system
healthy. 8, l7

Good mental health is necessary for good body health. 8, 47



HUMAN BODY

Sod System Grade 5

Respiratory System

UNDERSTANDINGS TO BE DISCOVERED RELATED ACTIVITIES

Respiration is the process whereby air is inhaled
and waste products are exhaled. (See also
excretion, skin and digestion) 11, 12, 13, 14

Cells of the body need oxygen to live.

There is external and internal breathing.

The diaphragm is a muscle that enables the lungs
and the rib cage to move.

Air enters the body through the nostrils where it is
filtered and continues throughout the nasal
passage0 throat and trachea.

Additional filtering is performed by the tonsil

9, 101 11

9,11

9

The trachea branches off into two small tines called
bronchi which enter both lungs. 9, 11

The bronchi become smaller as they branch off,
ending with clusters of air sacs. 9

Air sacs are microscopic areas in the tissue of
the lung where oxygen is exchanged for carbon
dioxide. 9) 13, 14

Capillaries, connected to the air saes, carry oxygen
to the bloodstream. 9

The larynx is our voice box. 9

Cigarette smoking can cause damage to the respiratory
system. 15,

Periodic chest X-rays help maintain good health. 15,

Breathing through the nose is better than breathing
through the mouth. 15,

Use a handkerchief when you cough, spit or sneeze. 15,

47

47

47

47
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B()1y_Systems

DiggIIII2Aystem

UNDERSTANDINGS TO BE DISCOVERED

Digestion is a physical and chemical process whereby
bulky foods are 'broken into simple useful.
materials and waste products.

Grade

RELATED ACTIVITIES

18, 23, 29

LCIlmentary canal tmct) is a lorg
tube to which digestive organs art connected. 16.

Our body needs food to keep body cells alive. 16

The teeth rip, crush, and tear food. 16, 17, 18

Enzymes help change- food into a form that the body
can use. 19, 20, 23, 31

Saliva is an enzyme that breaks down starch to
sugar. 19, 20, 31

Peristalsis is a muscular action within the
digestive tract. 24, 23

The esophagus is a muscular tube that contracts in
order to force the food from the mouth to the
stomach.

The stomach is a muscular and elastic organ which
moves to mash and mix food. (Physical action)

The stomach releases gastric juices and enzymes to
help break down food. (Chemical action)

The small intestine is a narrow coiled tube about
twenty feet long.

Bile is produced in the liver and helps to break
down fpo,

The pancreas releases pancreatic juices to split
proteins, carbohydrates and fat.

Bile and pancreatic juices enter the small intestine
through tubes to aid digestion.

118

16, 24, 25

16, 26, 27

16, 26, 27, 31

16

16, 31

16, 31



UNDERSTANDINGS TO BE DISCOVERED (Cont' d) RELATED ACTTUTIES

Absorption is the process whereby digested foods
pass through membranes into the bloodstream. 23,28

Villi, in the small intestine, remove useful food
particles to be absorbed in the bloodstream. 28

Peristalic action pushes food from the small
intestine on to the large intestine. 25

The large intestine is a wide tube that passes
on undigested food. 16

The appendix is a vestigial organ. 16

Undigested food, in the form of solid waste,
passes out of the rectum and anus.
(See also skin, respiration and excretion)

Carbohydrates give our bodies energy.

Excess carbohydrates are stored in our body as fat.

Fat is another source of energy.

Protein builds muscle and bone in the body.

A sufficient supply of vitamins is necessary for
the good health of the body.

Minerals are necessary for strong healthy teeth and
bones.

A well-balanced diet and drinking plenty of water
aid in digestion.

16

22

21,22

30 47

17, 30, 47
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p.241..Systems
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UNDERSTANDINGS TO BE DISCOVERED

The circulatory system consists of the heart,
blood, and blood vessels.

Grade

RELATED ACTIVITIES

32

Blood supplies cells with necessary nourishment,
fights disease and An body repair 32

The heart is a muscle, about the size of the fist,
whose pumping action, forces blood throughout
the body.

There are four chambers in the heart; the upper two
are called auricles and the lower two are
called ventricles.

33,36

33

Blood makes a complete circuit around the body
approximately every twenty-eight seconds. 32, 33

Valves in the heart keep the blood flowing in one
direction. 33, 36

The blood picks up oxygen and rids itself of
carbon dioxide in the lungs. 32,33

Arteries are elastic tubes carrying blood away
from th,:,1 heart. 32, 33, 35 36

Veins are tubes with valves that carry blood
containing impurities toward the heart. 32, 33, 35, 36

Capillaries reach all cells of the body and at this
point, the exchange of food and oxygen for
waste matter tapes place.

Pulse is a rhythmic expansion of the elastic arteries
due to the pressure created by the heartbeat. 34

Blood is composed of red corpuscles, white corpuscles,
platelets and the liquid called plasma, 37, 41

Red corpuscles carry oxygen to the body cells and
remove carbon dioxide. 37, 39
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UNDERSTANDINGS TO BE DISCOVERED (Contrd)

Hemoglobin is a compound of iron in red
corpuscles.

White corpuscles protect against bacteria.

Clotting is a protective mechanism of blood
caused by the platelets.

RELAEED ACTIVITIES

37

37, 38

There are different types of blood. 40

Heart disease is the number one cause of death. 42

Diet, exercise, sufficient sleep, and freedom
from worry help to keep a healthy heart. 42, 47

A periodic medical check-up is a part of good health. 421 47
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I

HUMAN BODY

Excretory System

UNDERSTANDINGS TO BE DIWOVERED RELATED ACTIVITIES

The kidneys are the body's cleansing organs, 43

The kidneys remove waste from the blood as it
travels through a maze of tiny filters or
coiled tubes. 143, 44

The ureter is a tube that carries liquid waste
from the kidneys to the bladder. 43

The bladder is a reservoir for temporary
storage of liquid waste matter called
urine. 43

When the bladder begins to fill, a nerve
sends messages to the brain. 43

Urine passes out to the body through a tube
called the urethra. 43

When the muscle around the urethra relaxes, the
waste liquid is forced out. 43

There are other forms of excretion of the body.
(See also respiration, skin and digestion)

Proper diet helps in healthy elimination. 45, 47
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HUMAN BODY

Body Systems
.Grade.1

Endocrine System

UNDERSTANDINGS TO BE DISCOVERED
BELATED ACTIVITIES

The endocrine system is made up of glands
that manufacture special fluids. 46

These ductless glands pour their fluids directly
into the bloodstream.

46

The pituitary gland is the master gland of tht
system and, effects growth. 46

The adrenal glands help prepare the body for an
emergency by regulating blood pressure.

The thyroid helps regulate the speed at which
body cells can work.,

46.

46

The parathyroias control the speed at which calcium
is used by the body. 46

The islands of Langerhands control the ability
of the body to use sugar with the hormone
called insulin. 46

The thymus and pineal are glands of which Very little
is known. 46

The gonads (testes and ovaries), are glands which
determine sexual characteristics. 46
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Heredit

UNDERSTANDINGS TO BE DISCOVERED

He re

RUPAN BODY

dity is the passing of traits from parents
to children.

Heredit
chro

ary material is concentrated iu the
osomes.

Chromosomes are located in the nucleus.

Genes, subdivisions of chromosomes, determine
body traits.

There are domnan

Gracel

,RELATED ACTIVITIES

48, 49

t and recessive traits. 50, 51
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HUMAN BODY

BoLly4....Systtms

ACTIVITIES

_

Grade 5

1. Leading question: What makes u the 1_..,L.__....,2c)c1.yS....91tp_atezn?

Materials:

Procedure:

Chart of nervous system or picture to be
used with opague projector. (A class
committee could draw an enlarged picture
of an overoized human body.)

Show the picture of the nervous system to
the class. (This picture might also be pre-
pared by a committee of children who have
done research and studies on the nervous
system.)

Discuss such questions as the following:
1. What is the main center of this

system?
2. Locate the spinal cord. What are

its functions?
3. Where are the nerves? What is their

purpose?
4. What importance does this system

play in our body?

Note to teacher: Overlays for the overhead projector are
available from the audio-visual department.

2. Leading question:

Materials:

Procedure:

How does the neuron function in the nervous
11E120

Research books, large drawing paper, paint
or crayons

Have a child or group of children do research
on the neuron. They should be prepared to
make an enlarged picture of it with its parts
labeled.

This picture should be used in a presentation
to the class. Show the importance of the
neuron as a functional part of the nervous
system. Also demonstrate the remaining
major parts ol.,* the nervous system and their
functions in connection with -,eurons.
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Leaditig Question: Which nerve does it?

Materials: Research books

Procedure: Have the class do research on the main types
of nerves--sensory and motor. Discuss their
make up and function.

Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

Play a game called "Which nerve does it."
Set up teams and have them take turns
answering questions worth one point (rules
can be adjusted accordingly.) Some examples
of questions are:

Which nerve carries the message
1. move your little finger (motor)
2. sour milk (sensory)
3. grNxt !'hocolate.cake (sensory)
4. skip rope (motor)
5. green Gress (sensory)
6. barking dog (sensory)
7. cross your leg (motor)
8. rough wood (sensory)

Th ! children can pantomine the actions in
order to vary the game.

naLaallE21..the brain 119.11LEJ22W22111
things?

Large paper, pain',, black crayons) research
books

Have a group of children collect research
on the brain and formulate a picture of
its form. Then have them discuss the way
it affects our body. Discuss the importance
of the brain as a master control of our
actions.
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5. Leading question: Do_211.222212_have the same reaction time?Y
Materials: None

Procedure: Clap your hands together in front of the
class. Tell the students to watch care-
fully as you clap your hands. Tell them
to clap their hands at the same moment
you clap yours. Be careful not to use a
rhythmic pattern that they can anticipate.

.
4:17. :W.. ita.

Make the following observations:
1. Is there a lapse in time between

your clapping and their clapping?
2. Do all the members of the class

react at the same rate?

Draw conclusions to the leading question
that was asked.
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ke, Leading question: What is the difference between
and involuntary actions of our bodies?

Materials: Pencils and paper

Procedure: Have each child make a chart similar to
the following:

Voluntar Involunta,

Eating

Breathing
-

(

Digesting

Drinking

Picking
u food

s .....-

fir.

W.vm-r 1 ,extreowkiorot

. s

..---,.......-,1

r....1.4MMie*.70......4

Laughing

After each action, have the child place a
check in the proper column, depending on
the type of activity it is. Relate this
to the parts of the brain and their functions.

Note to teacher: Discuss the meaning of voluntary and in.
voluntary.

7, Leading Question: What is a reflex action?

Materials: Cellophane, six sheets of paper, a partner

Procedure: Have a child crumple 6 sheets of paper into
6 balls. Have him put one of the crumpled
balls in his hand and set the other 5 aide.

The partner should then boll. the piece of
cellophane in front of his eyes and look
directly at the other person. The person
with the ball in his hand should then
throw the paper ball gently against the
piece of cellophane. Make observations
as to whether or not the person (with the
cellophane) blinks.

Tell the person with the cellophane to try
very hard not to blink as his partner throws
several more paper balls at him. Can it be
done?
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8. Leading Onestion:

Procedure:

9. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

Have the children exchange places and repeat
'th'activity. Make comparisons. Relate
this to a reflex action. Discuss other
similar actions performed by the body,

w_______P_Ihathelsalus_211/12mamlimbsa_

Discuss with the class ways in which rest
and relaxation help to keep the nervous
system healthy. Add other thoughts from
the class to the healthy hints.

How do we breathe?

Research books, transparencies of respiratory
system, overhead projector, large picture
or Ihart of system

Have a group of children do research on the
parts and functions of the respiratory
system. They might want to draw an illus-
tration like the following in order to
present their report to the class.
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10. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

If this picture is not drawn
encies on the opaque projec

I use transpar-
tor.

Be sure they include throat, nasal passages,
trachea, tonsils, bronchi, lungs, larynx,
and diaphragm. Beside the main parts of
this system, the, ,should discuss: (1) how
air is filtered when it enters the body,
(2) where oxygen is exchanged for carbon
dioxide, (3) how oxygen gets into the
bloodstream.

Does the chest
while breathin

volume increase or decrease

Cardboard, f
felt tip pe

our paper fasteners, crayon or
n, tape measure

Cut four equal strips of cardboard and label
them sternum, backbone, upper rib, and lower
rib. Fasten them together with paper
fasteners in the order shown in the diagram.
Hold the backbone in one position and move
the sternum up and down. Make comparisons
and conclusions concerning the volume of the
chest in the different positions. Compare
this with actual diagrams of the thorasic
girdle. Relate the diaphragm to this. In
addition measure a child's chest cavity with
a tape measure as he inhales and exhaleo.

C
L

4-
(r)

5

I/

Tecassi ye, "Posii:i t3 Vol urne or chest co.vol-y o hceesssecL
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11. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

12,12.12tP1132212121L2PE1,22LEY

Artificial breathing apparatus shown in
illustration (available at Central Science
'Library) chart or picture of respiratory
system with labeled part6

Obtain the apparatus seen in the illustration.
Have the children observe noticeable char-
acteristics of the model and relate the
balloons, glass tubing, glass bottle and
rubber sheet to what they represent in the
respiratory system. Have someone pull
down on the rubber sheet and dbserve what
happens. Discuss:

1. What happens to the balloons?
2. Why does this happen?
3. How is air pressure connected?
4.. How is this related to our breathing?
c What happens when the rubber sheet

is returned to starting position?

91-ass -tithe
oy4r..4-d,c0ek

c31a.ss

glvt..66 +ube.

brLi t oo eNs

rubber
.&-)ee4c,

here,
-;''.1-4/41-44%.4%

÷rekechecx,

brohch'i

ib ca,se

Jung
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12. Leading question: Does ever one breathe at the same rate?

Materials: Clock, watch with a second hand, chalkboard,
chalk

Procedure: Prior to the science lesson, place the
following table on the chalkboard.

Times inhaled
in one minute

Number of
susils

11 times or fewer

12 - 15 times

.

16 - 18 times

1" - 21 times

22 times Or more

._

I

Have the class pair off with partLers. Each
person on the team is to perform two duties.
One person will watch the clock to s'Ignal
the beginning and end of one minute. While
the minute is being timed the second person
is to breathe at a normal rate and silently
count the number of times he inhales. This
number should then be recorded on a small
piece of paper and set aside. The members
on the team now switch jobs. When the
entire class has discovered their, breathing
rate, have a child fill in the table on the
board, A show of hands can be given for the
areas on the table,

Compare and make conclusions concerning the
results. Discuss the following questions:
1. Did everyone inhale at the same rate?
2e What was the slowest rate in the class

and how many people were in this group?
3. What was the fastest rate and how many

people were in this group?
4. Which area had the greatest amount of

people in it? Compare this to averages
studied in arithmetic.

5. When might your rate of breathing change?
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13. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

14. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

Note to teacher:

What do zuzifiun

Limewater, jar, straw, mirror

Fill a jar with limewater. Have a child
exhale through the straw into the limewater.
Observe the change in the limewater. (This
shows the presence of carbon dioxide.)

Have another pupil hold a mirror close to
his face and exhale. The moisture that
appears will show that a form of water vapor
is also expelled.

WhEL21202:12222zsbodzEAve off when
we exhale?

Paper bag, limewater, flat dish, paper clips

Have a child fill the dish with limewater
and place it inside a'paper bag that is
resting on the table. Record the appearance
of the limewater. Have someone fold the
opening of the bag around his mouth so that
his breath goes into the sack. He should
then breathe in an out of the sack ten
times. Carefully remove the limewater
from the bag and record its appearance
once more.

Place another dish of limewater in a bag
and fold over the top and clip it with paper
clips. Open the sack in approximately ten
minutes and make observations.

Let some clear limewater stand out over night
and observe again. Speculate as to how the
carbon dioxide reac:hed the limewater each
time.

When limewater comes in contact with carbon
dioxide it turns into a milky substance.
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15. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

16. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

How can we helpIsimirralrad health
in our respiratory system?'

Research books

Through research and class discussion
determine how smoking, x-rays, proper
breathing and cleanliness help to maintain
a healthy respiratory system.

What ha ens to 'px___....t111'222.2....reea...t?

Paper, paint, resource materials

Have a group of children do research on
the digestive system and be able to explain
its parts and functions. As a culminating
activity, encourage the class to draw a
picture of the digestive system.

.s-cd 49 1 tuna.

9co 61m-elder

\mv-3e i'v14-est9

...esophm9us

o ck
panci"ea,..5

114-e sti ne

reci-uvri
Be sure they include the mouth, salivary
glands, esophagus, stomach) small intestine,
pancreas, liver, large intestine, appendx,
rectum, anus.

They should be able to trace a piece of
food through the system.

Discuss the following: (1) Why is food so
Important to our body? (2) What is meant
by the Alimentary canal? (3) What is the
length of the small intestine?
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17. Leading Question: What is the first important step_inalaEgai
foods?

Materials: Large paper, paint, clay

Procedure: Have a group of children do research on the
teeth and the role they play in digestion.
Encourage them to make a large picture of
the teeth in the mouth showing the certain
types and their functions in the first step
of digestion.

By using clay they can make a model of a
tooth. This can be constructed so it can
be taken apart and the inside of the tooth
and its structure can be seen. Include:

dentin
enamel
cement
pulp cavity
nerves
blood vessels

Be sure to relate this discussion to the
proper care of the teeth.

18. Leading Question: EILIIILLEREIELto chew food?,

Materials: Blocks, sugar cubes, or illustrations of
board potato

Procedure: Place the blocks or cubes in the position
shown in picture A of the illuszration.
Ask the children to count the number of
sides of the cubes that are not covered.

Separate the cubes as in picture B. Count
again the sides that are uncovered. Relate
this to broken food being digested by enzymes.
Why is it better 4=^ have digestive enzymes
touching as many sides of food as possible?
Corelate this to chewing food carefully.

00;00
004''
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19. Leading question: What does saliva do to starch?

Materials:

Procedure:

Cornstarch warm water, Benedict's solution,
2 test tubes, a glass, a beaker, teaspoon,
gummed labels, hotplate

Mix a level teaspoonful of cornstarch in a
glass of warm water. (Starch will not dis-
solve in solution Ex) it will appear cloudy.)
Label the test tubes as A and B. Pour the
solution into each tube so that the tubes
are half full. Add a teaspoonful of saliva
to test tube and a teaspoonful of warm
water to tube B. Shake both test tubes
and place in a beaker filled with warm, water.
Wait ten minutes and add one teaspoonful of
Benedict's solution to each test tube.

Heat the test tubes in the beaker of water.
Make observations as to what happens when the
water boils. Benedict's solution will change
color in the presence of sugar. What has
happened to test tube A with the starch?
Compare the reaction in both test tubes.'
Analyze and draw conclusioLs as to the use
of saliva in the digestion process.

Note to teacher:
Explain enzymes to class before doing this
activity.
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20. Leading Question: What effect does saliva have on starch?

Materials: Fehling solution, iodine, six test tubes,
soda crackers

Procedure:

Rote to teacher:

Select two students to test for starch and
two students to test for sugar. select
another child to supply saliva for the activity.
Have hia place the saliva in two test tubes.
Label these tubes A and B. Using the Fehling
solution, check tube A for sugar and record
the results on the chart which is placed on
the board. Using the iodine, check tube B
for starch and again record the results.

Place a small piece of soda cracker in a tube
labeled C and also a small piece of cracker
in tube labeled D. Test tube C for sugar
and D for starch. Record findings. In tube
E, place a very small piece of crushed soda
cracker. Cover it with water and add a supply
of saliva. Shake the tube and allow it to
sit for ten minutes. Test the tube for sugar
and record on the chart. Crush a vemmual_
piece of soda cracker and place it in tube F.
Cover it with water and add an abundant
supply of saliva. Shake the contents and allow
it to sit for ten minutes. Test for starch
and record on chart.

Make conclusions in the following areas:
Did the saliva effect the starch in the
cracker? If so, in what way' What place
does saliva play in the process of
digestion?

Discuss what enzymes are before doing this
activity.

CHART

Test tubes 44..cc..11 ,,11..1) Conclusions

A
......--...

bmas4s7.sr.......rmrs...w1+.....*.r.oavoae.non., Mb* /49140.490,....i

/..........**,..awie.....m.mmetwam.m mg1.1.......}.

---.....---............-.............................

...................

B

C

D

....--_,....

E

F

..110.KMM..11.111 . el...C...."...............

voila.,
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21. Leading Question: What is the test for fats?

Materials: Paper, salad oil

Procedure: Place a piece of fat or a drop of salad oil
on a piece of paper, Make observations as
to what appears on the paper. Does the
mark dry quickly? Does light pass through
the mark easily? Place swar on the paper
t.md compare the mark it leaves to that of
the fat. Test other foods for fat such as
nuts, meat, flour, fruit, etc.

22. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

Note to teacher:

23. Leading question:

Materials:

Procedure:

What tests tell us if food contains starch,

211123-2.11SaV
Water, cornstarch, iodine, glasses (baking
powder, orange juice, rice, flour, fruit)

Add water and a pinch of cor-citarch to a
glass of clear water. Fill another glass
with water and do not add cornstarch. This
serves as a control for the experiment.
Add a drop of iodine in the plain water
making observations and recording. Then add
a drop of iodine in the water mixed with
cornstarch and observe. Compare the results
found in both experiments.

Test various other materials the children
may suggest, such as:

baking powder
bread
orange juice
rice
flour
fruit, etc.

When iodine is combined with starch it turns
a blue black color.

IILIWTM21212212=122Iere theM..1:1
blood?

Measuring cup, water, i teaspoonful sugar,
and I teaspoonful cornstarch, 2 test tubes,
microprojector, slide cover slip

Ask a child to mix i teaspoonful of sugar
into a quarter cup of water and then pour
this mixture into a test tube. Label this
tube A. Then mix - teaspoonful of sugar
into u cup of water and lable this as tube B.
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24. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

Note to teacher:

Shake the test tubes rapidly and make compari-
sons. Do both the starch and the sugar seem
to disappear (dissolve) in the water? Observe
differences in the appearance of the water.
Does eithel- the starch or the sugar seem to
disappear?

Prepare a slide of a drop of each mixture and
make observations under the microprojector.
Can the starch grains be seen? Can the sugar
grains be seen?

Discusshow food must 'be dissolved with water
in orde to enter the blood. Conclude whether
or not starch can get into the blood. Can
sugar get into the blood? If a food contains
starch and sugar (carbohydrate) what must
be changed in order to be passed into the
blood?

What causes food to o from our mouth to our
stomach?

Pillow, piece of bread, glass of water, straw

Direct the children to close their eyes and
think of their favorite food. Ask someone
to describe what happened in the mouth when
they concentrated on the imaginary food.
Discuss why this sensation occurs.

Ask what makes food pass from the throat to
the stomach. Gravity is a common answer.
Put a pillow on -the floor in the corner of
the rokJx. Have a child stand on his head,
using the pillow for portection, and let
him balance himself, with the aid of the
walls. Give him a part of the bread and tell
him to swallow it. Observe what happens and
have the children infer why it happens.

Experiment with a child trying to take a
drink through a straw while standing on
his head. What conclusions can be made
regarding the gullet? Is food pushed in?

This activity might work best immediately
before lunch.
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25. Leading Question: What makes food may1.11.21912n111

Materials: 2 glasses, rubber gam tubing, books, water

Procc:iure: Direct a child to fill a glass with water.
Take a piece of rubber tubing, about two
feet long, and fill it with water. Pinch
both ends of the tube to retain the water
in the tube. Place one end of the tube in
a glass of water and place the other end in
an empty glass. This will begin a siphoning
action. When the water in both glasses
reaches the same level place a few books
between the glasses.

Stroke across the tubing with the finger and
keep stroking in the same direction to show
a comparible form of peristalsis. Observe
what happens to the water level in the
glasses. Relate this to the human body.

26. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

How does the stomach o rate as a di estive,

RUEL?

Flour and waber, plastic bag, food color,
rubber band.

Mix the flour and water together to form a
dough that is more dry than sticky. Place
a single drop of food color on the dough
and place it in the plastic bag. Close the



27. Leading question:

Materials:

Procedure:

28. Leading question:

Materials:

Procedure:

*,1,..ern -l-'. t v7 %, s

bag and secure it tightly with a rubber band.
Knead the bag with the hands to show how
the stomach mixes the food. Observe what
happens to the food color which represents
digestive enzyme. Compare to activity the
use of the stomach as a digestive organ.

What hens to food in the stomach?

Two cubes of sugar, two balloons

Place a cube of sugar in each balloon and
add a cup of water to each. While one
balloon remains motionless squeeze the
other balloon in and out in a continuous
motion. After one mimite of the above
action compare the contents of each balloon.

Compare the activity to the balloons being
the stomach, the sugar-the food and the
motion -the muscular activity. The action
of the muscles breaks up the food and
mixes it with digestive juices.

11°.--.1 do liquid food articles ass throw h
the small intestine into the bloodstream?

Plastic straw, modeling clay, water, glass,
egg.

Take a small glass into which an egg will
fit without touching the bottom, Very
carefully peel away some of the shell from
the wide end of a fresh egg. Be careful
not to break the thin interior skin.

Place the egg in the glass and fill the
glass with water, enough to come half-way
up the side of the egg. The peeled portion
of the egg should face the bottom of
the glass.

Make a pin-hole through the shell and the
skin at the top portion of the egg. Cut
the plastic straw into an inch segment and
attach it with the modeling clay over the
hole.

Observe the experiment every 15 minutes and
record data. Discuss what happens, why it
happens and how this is related to the small
intestine. Discuss the villi in the small
intestine and draw conclusions.
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29. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

Whir must throb ths_process of
digestion tley feed the cells of the

1,220

Bits of various foods jars or beakers,
water, recording chart

Select a small group of children to perform
this activity. Prepare a chart such as
the following:
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.

Food

.
. . . .

Appearance after
being mixed
with water

Dissolved
Yes No

Sugar

Butter

Fish

.. .

30. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

Have the children in the experimental group
choose various bits of foods, such as fish,
meat, sugar, butter, and mix them with water.

Observe what happens and record accordingly
on the chart. Have the group familiarize
the remainder of the class with the experi-

ment and lead a discussion including the

following areas
(1) compare the foods that did and
did not dissolve.
(2) can an undissolved substance
pass through a cell membrane?
(3) could the food dissolved in
water get into body cells?
(4) haw does digestion help get
food into -cells?

What do vitamins and minerals do for our
these?body what foods are a source of

Large paper, research books, magazines for
pictures

Have a group of children do research on
vitamins and minerals and then set up a
chart similar to the following:
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* Vitamili Use of in bod Source

11111111111111111111111111

Pictures*

1E1
11111111111111

Bi (Thiamine)

B2 (Ritv.-Xlavin)

Niacin

,....-----..........

C (Ascorbic Acid)

D

IC
.

MINEBAIS
00...omem.....wwwoo.

_

. o..,+..wwo*w.w.*..nwmaI..,e+.,onrow.m000....IYIg...kwormoarous..r..rr.s.u.../uaiou...ue
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31. Leading Question: What are the secretions :ill our bod that
aid in the digestion of food'?

Materials: Paper and pencil or inky research books

Procedure:

32. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

Have the class or a group of children look
up the following enzymes and fill in the
chart:

Juice

.MePmennneMeml3PLIZenrmmeg 1...,MCA;$:.mxrafp/mcleeenenetrgtrIramme.X.4.*MtnerMiellmnsiir

Where produced

....Wt.

FUNCTION

Saliva
MMONMemmeememn

Gastric
*uices

.

Bile

juices

_ .

OTealmminmmW .

Intestinal
. . . ..

. . men. . . . In - .

. . .

Depending on the type of class you might
want to get more specific in the area of
enzymes. Each juice on the above chart
has specific enzymes in it that rre
responsible for chemical changes.
For example you may also include:

erepsin
maltase
sucrase

pytalin tryptase
pepsin amylase
lepase lactase

What is the river of life and how does it
flow?

Picture of circulatory system; reference
books

Obtain a picture of the circulatory system
from one of the following:

(1) overlay for the overhead projector
(available from audio-visual dept.)

(2) picture for use in the opaque
. projector
(3) picture drawn by a group of chil-

.

dren after they have done research
on the circulatory system.

Have a group of children do research on
this system and discuss the following:
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33. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

fo;w, fllictiuns tfle

system perform?
(2) What makes up this system?
(3) How much of the body does it effect?
(4) Why does blood pass through the

lungs?

It will be fun to use a picture and trace
a drop of blood from a spot in the body,
through the circulatory system and back to
the beginning spot. This should be done
after the study of the circulatory system
when the children are more familiar with it.

How does your heart work?

Shoe box, oaktag, scissors, scotch tape,
paint, brushes

Have each child or a group of children make
the model of the heart pictured in the
illustration.

Divide the shoe box in half and cut in slots
to hold tabs of the sectional dividers. Mea-
sure the dividers so they fit the box, being
sure to include tabs and valve slits as part
of their construction. (see figures 1 and 2)
Cut out holes at the proper places and in the
proper sizes to hold the tubes that will
represent the veins and arteries. Insert
the dividers into the shoe box, attaching
them with the tabs. (see figure 3) Boll
oaktag into tubes and fit the tubes into
the proper zioles securing them with
tape. (see figure 4) Paint the arteries
red and the veins blue. Use the model
heart to trace blood through the chambers
and blood vessels. In discussion, be sure
to note the valves in the heart and their
uses.
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Materials

Procedure:

Note to teacher:

35. Leading questio

Materials:

Procedure:

Is :iro.

Cloc

Co

.4....alse rate alma thc; SaMPI

k with second hand

nfront the class with the following problem.

ane and. Susan counted their pulse rates.
Jane recorded her rate as 72 beats each
minute and Susan's rate was 74 beats per
minute. Just then their teacher said,
"Will one of you please return this book
to the upstairs office? Please hurry!"
One of the girls went on the errand.
When she returned both girls recorded their
pulse rate againe This time Jane wrote
down 76 beats 1;er minute and Susan wrote
down 74 beats per minute. Which girl went
on the errand? Why?

Investigate to find out if your reasons are
substantial. Have the class take their
pulse rates in various ways: while sitting -
after running - while walking rapidly and
so forth. Compare results.

Before doillg this activity the children should
understand what pulse is and how you feel
and measure your pulse.

What is the difference between arteries and
yins and 922....1212E they erE'r n?
None

Through research have the children discover
the uses and functions of arteries and veins.
Compare their construction and why they are
built this way,

Models can be built from tubes and paper
mgche to show the difference in structure.

Artery

outs ides c.,0o.-t-
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Vein

36. Leading Question: How does bloodll..o.Lrthroaeebloodvesse....ls?

Materials:

Procedure:

Goldfish, microprojector, wash cloth or
cotton, tape, glass slide, container Of
water, medicine dropper

Wrap the gills and head of a goldfish in a
.wet wash cloth or cotton. Attach the wrapped
fish to a microscope slide with adhesive
tape as shown in the illustration. Spread
the tail of the fish out on the slide. Place

the slide on the stage of the microprojector
so that the tail can be seen through the open-
ing* Focus on the tail fin. Blood vessels
can be seen between the bony parts of the
fin. Observe the blood cells moving a:Lcng
inside the blood vessels. While the fish is
on the slide be sure to frequently wet the
cloth or cotton with water from a medicine
dropper. When you can see the blood moving
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Note to teacher:

more FUovly in the veins it a signal that
the fish is not receiving the proper amount
of oxygen and it should be returned to the
water. Due to the heat given off by the micro.
projector the fish should not be out of the
water more than 2 or 3 minutes.

Discuss the size of the blood vessels and the
directional flow of blood.

This activity needs close adult supervision.



Matertalst

Procedure:

38. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

Note to teacher:

Whc. ace, r, -olood enaxact.

Large tin can, cut out cartoon figures of
blood characters

Cover or paint a tin can red and label it
BLOOD. Reach into the can and pull out
a character made in a cartoon fashion
whose main characteristic is a white face.
Call him Mr. White Corpuscle and talk
about the job in the blood.

Proceed in the above manner pulling from
the *blood";

Red Corpuscle
Hemoglobin
Platelet
Plasma

This might later be used as a bulletin
board display.

If you hesitate to take the task on of
drawing the characters, pick one or two
children talented in art and have them do it.

What characteristic of blood hel s Loalvent
you from bleeding to death?

Glass slide, blood, needle, recording chart

Place a drop of blood on a glass side and
draw a needle through the blood every 30
seconds. When the needle begins to collect
solid material the clotting has begun. Make
a record of the results apparent at each
30 second interval. Include the character-
istics shown by the drop of blood.

Normal blood begins clotting in 2 - 3 minutes
a hemophilia in about 10 minutes.

Discuss the chemical and physical changes
in the blood which produce clotting. Plate-
lets, fibrinogen and calcium should be
described and compared in order to reach a
decision as to what happens. Discuss a
hemophilia and the problems it presents.
How can blood clots be dangerous?

Blood from an animal can be used; if you
decide to use human blood, be sure to sterilize
any equipment.
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39. Leading Question: an:you find what blood is macie of?

Materials: Microscope or microprojector, sterilized
needle, alcohol, slide, cover plate

Procedure: Wash the middle finger and stroke it at the
tip with a sterilized needle. Draw a drop
of blood and put it on a glass slide. The
smear should be very thin, Red corpuscles
will appear to be concave. White corpuscles,
if stained, will be larger than red corpuscles,
will stain differently and will have a very
distinct nucleus.

40. Leading Question: Is all blood the same?

Materials: Research books

Procedure: A child or a group of children can do
research in order to answer the following
questions:

(1) What are the various types of blood?
(2) What happens in a blood transfusion

where the blood type varies?
(3) What type of blood is a universal

donor?

41. Leading Question: Is the blood a, liquid or solid?

Materials:

Procedure:

Glass, water, sand (not soil) with various
size granules, tablespoon, microscope
slide of blood

Fill a glass or jar half way with water.
Add one or two tablespoonsful of sand to the
water. Stir the mixture with the spoon.
Observe what happens to the sand when the
mixture is stirred.

Remove the spoon from the mixture and observe
what happens as the water slows down, What
kind of sandy particles settles first? Make
observations periodically.

The water represents the liquid part of the
blood called plasma. The large sand granul es
are the red corpuscles and the smaller
sandy particles are other cells in the blood.
Make conclusions as to what happens in the
blood stream, as long as it remains in motion.
When the blood ceases to flow, what happens?
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42. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

Metc,.:41: atipc6xame
flow has stopped when it was placed r to

slide. Relate this to the water and sand,.

What are some diseases or rdblems of the
circulatory system?

Research books

Have a class committee make a chart similar
to the following and through research,
fill in the blank areas.

___. --.....---.......

DISEASES OF THE CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
DISEASE CAUSE TREATMENT

Anemia
...................-.....

Leukemia

Rh factor
........,__

,.......________...

Rheumatic fever

.

arteriosclerosis

,....

embolism

stroke

.......

heart structure

43. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

You might also relate medical check-ups,
diet, exercise and a sufficient amount
of sleep to good practice for a healthy
heart and body.

How does our body rid itself of waste?

Picture of excretory system

With a model or picture of the excretory,
system, have a committee report or explain
what the system consists of and its
functions.



44. Leading question:

Materials:

Procedure:

45. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

Be sure to include kidneys, ureter,
bladder, urethra.

Discuss (1) How the kidneys remove waste
from the blood. (2) What signal in the body
says the bladder is full.

What function

Sand, water, container, bucket, cheescloth
or linen towel

Mix some sand with clear water in a container
Ask the class for suggestions as to how the
sand can be removed from the water. Pour
the mixture from the container into a bucket
through a piece of cheesecloth or linen
towel. Compare the results of the same
proce6z if the corners of the cloth are
gathered to form a bag and the bag is
squeezed in order to Force the water
through. Which process is faster? Compare
this to the function of the kidneys.

What part do urine testemplu_in,a phylical
examination?

Resoaree persons

Have a doctor or nurse (tome into the classroom
and explain how urine tests are conducted
and the various types of information that can
be obtained from such tests.
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Materefas..

Procedure

01,14001 0100,00 MW e 41.1onlay 14r. Ma.. M. . -e 0.4141. .147114

Research books, charts, pencils

Prepare the class to do research on the
endocrine system. Discuss what a gland is
and formulate a definition for a ductless
gland.

Lead the class to fill in the following
chart after ond,,,,Ictirg re.,Af,amh on the
topics.

Gland .location function
hyperfunction
over functioniniL

hypofunction
under functioning.

.."40,4**/....000.14 .

Pituitary

Adrenal
. V. 0 1 0

Thyroid

. ..............n.

Parathyroid

. .

,

.................,

islands of
,,o, .1

. . . .

.

Thymus

Pineal =I.. 000100000000001010001.

,

1

. .

Gonad

Be sure to have a picture or have the children
make their awn picture in order to see the
location of the glands in the body. Discuss
what was discovered through research.

47. Leading question:
d° we-1621L21E.1129.Z.I2.2IM,22.1Ihe

Materials

Procedure%

Resource books, pamphlets from various
health agencies

Have a group of chiMren do research and
formulate good health rules for keeping the
systems healthy. The respiratory, circulstory
nervous, digestive, excretory' and endocrine
should be included.
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48. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

What is hereSIILL

Pictures

Obtain pictures of two different dogs.
A good example would be a very large dog,
such as a boxer, German shepherd or a
St. Bernard. Also get a picture of a
very small dog such as a chuawawa or toy
terrier. (Another good example would be
a Shetland pony and a Percheron draft
horse.)

Show the pictures to the class. ,Discuss
the fact that even if the small dog is well
fed and given excellent care he will never
become as big as the larger dog. Ask what
the reason for this is. Relate this to
heredity.

49. Leading Question: litz_m_222a_RsaltjaLlszaan others?

Materials: None

Procedure: Collect enough data within the class to
formulate some type of hypotheses about
this problem. Have every boy and girl in
the class conduct a survey in his family
or neighborhood. The following questions
should be asked and then carefully recorded.

(1) "How tall are you?"
(2) if interviewing a man - "How tall

was your father?"
If interviewing a woman - "How
tall was your mother?"

When everyone has collected their data make
up a class chart listing the height of each
adult next to the height of his or her
parent.

Study the chart and set up questions to be
answered from the results. An example of
such might be

(1) How many adults are taller than
their parents?

(2) How many adults are shorter than
their parents?

(3) How many are about the same height
as their parents?
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Note to teacher:

Compute answers and make conclusions.
(1) Are there any connections between

the height of the adults and the
height of their parents?

(2) What conclusion can be made about
human height?

Be sure to set up a standard with the cap.ss
as to what makes someone shorter or taller
than his parents. For instance, if the
adult is 517" and his father is 5'8"'does
1" make the person taller or would you call
this about the same height. Think carefully
on this.

500 Leading Question: What are dominant traits?

Materials:

Procedure:

Package of yeast, banana (ripened), flask,
water, paper toweling, cotton, 3 bottles

Obtain a flask and fill it with 100 cc. of
water. Dissolve i package of yeast in the
water. Add a piece of banana that is ripe
to the solution and place a strip of paper
toweling in bottle. Fruit flies will be
attracted to the bottle at which time it
should be plugged with cotton.

Distinguish the male fruit fly from the
female. The characteristics are:
Male - has a dark bluntly rounded abdomen.

On its forelegs near the head a tuft
of tomblike bristles can be found.
It is slightly smaller Ulan the
female.

Female - has a pointed abdomen marked with
several dark stripes across it.
Bristles will not be found on the
forelegs of most females.

Examine three males. Make a careful notation
of their features. Do the same with three
females. Put a male and female into a bottle,
and a pair in second and third bottles. Add
some more ripened banana to each bottle.

Observe carefully the young that develop.
Answer the following questions and record
them: CO Are the traits of the young similar

to the traits of the parents?
(2) Are there any different traits?
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Note to teacher:

_sNiK
,,o0v

Male Pr-Lich F1)

(3) What is the eye color of the yc
as compared to the parents?

(4) What is the body color of the
young as compared to their parents?

Discuss dominant and recessive traits.
Cross fruit flies having gray bodies and
pink eyes with flies having black bodies
and red eyes and find which traits are
dominant.

Fruit fly, scientifically known as
Drosophila is often used in genetics for
study purposes. The life cycle of the fly
is about 12 days.

Fevlede Fr u CV-
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Cultur e. of flies
co+i-oh

510 Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

What is the Lem of Dominance?

Research books

Have a committee discover through research
what a hybrid is (EXAMPLE - When 2 parents
with different characteristics are crossed
the offspring is a hybrid)

Short pea plant X Tall pea plant

hybrid tall pea plant
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Haw is the Law of Dominance related to this?
How does this apply to the crossing of two
hybrids EXAMPLE -

hybrid tall plant X hybrid tall plant

\\A
tall plant tall plant tall plane short plant

Relate this to dominant and recessive traits,
Have the children make chart showing the
crossing of various hybrids, The Punneth
square method helps in the so7wving of genetic
problems, EXAMPLE:

t

t
a small (ss) plant crossed
with a (tt) tall plant

A hybrid tall plant (ST) crossed with a
hybrid tall plant (ST)

S

T

S T

Result SS
i ST
TT4





The E- e - The Oran of Seeia Grade 6

UNDERSTANDINGS TO BE DISCOVERED RELATED ACTIVITIES

The eye is round like a ball. IA

The eye differs in color and shape,

The eye collects and focuses light.

The eye structure consists of muscles and nerves
and is protected by bones. 1

The sclera, the white part of the eye, is a
protective covering.

The cornea, the transparent front part of the eye,
adjusts to various conditions of light by
stretching (relaxing) and shortening
(contracting.) 112

The pupil, which is the opening in the iris, is
a round black hole. 1

The pupil enlarges (dilates) and diminishes
in size depending on the amount of light. 2

The lens is composed of a transparent material
made of living cells. 1

The lens bends the rays to produce an image on
the retina. 3

Muscles hold the lens in place and vary the
shape. 1

The lens is convex. 1, 3

When a convex lens focuses light rays from a
distant dbject, the image is small and
inverted. 3,4

The lens of the eye performs better than a
man-made convex lens. 5

The focal point is the distance from the lens
of the eye to the place where the light rays
converge.
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UNDERSTANDINGS TO BE DISCOVERED (Cont'd )

Both eyes are needed to provide depth per-
ceptior

The retina is a film formed by bundles of
nerve fibers.

From the retina the inverted image is sent
by the optic nerve to the brain.

MATED ACTIVITIES

6, 11

lAy 1C

The rods are especially sensitive in darkness
and are used in dim light. 7

The cones are affected by bright light.

Cones enable one to distinguish color. 8

Vitreous humor fills the space between the
lens and retina.

AqueouL 'humor fills the space between the
cornea and the lens.

Light rays are refracted as they pass through
the aqueous humor.

Each eye has a blind spot where the optic
nerve meets the retina. 9

There are six muscles attached to the outside
of each eyeball. 10, 12

Tears come from the lacrimal gland. 13, 14

Eyelashes protect the eye from dirt. 14

Eyelids clean and protect. 13, 14

Hyperopia (farsightedness) occurs when the
light rays focus the image behind the
retina. 15

A convex lens corrects hyperopia. 15

Myopia (nearsightedness) occurs when the
light rays focus the image in front
of the retina and is caused by an elong-
ated eyeball.

A concave lens corrects myopia.
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DISGOVBRED

Astigmatism occurs when either the cornea or
the lens is shaped irregularly. 16

Special ground lenses correct astigmatism.

Cross-eyedness occurs when one eye pulls toward
the other eye.

Lenses and exercises and, in extreme cases,
operations can correct this.

Walleyedness occurs when an eye pulls more
toward the side. Lenses and exercises and,
in extreme cases, operations can correct this.

Proper diet, exercise, and rest are needed for
good, healthy eyes. 17

A person with an eye problem should seek the
advice of the proper eye specialist.



The Eire - The Organ of Seeing

ACTIVITTES

1. Leading Question:

A. Materials:

Procedure:

B. Materials:

Procedure:

C. Materials:

Procedure:

2. Leading Question

A. Materials:

Procedure:

B. Materials:

Procedure:

HUNAN BODY

Grade 6

lib21_11_112.222Y

Eye model, body model

Contact the Science Materials Center for
eye model and body model. Allow the chil-
dren to carefully examine the structure of
the eye and describe the functions of each
part.

All students as demonstrators and observers

Have each child examine each other's eyes
to see differences in shapes and colors.

Transparencies on eye and camera

Contact Instructional Materials Office for
eye transparencies with camera overlays.

Oh where oh where hammy 21101A920

Student demonstrators, darkened and lighted
areas within classroom, possibly a magnifying
glass

Have a student sts. d in an area with little
light exposure. have a partner observe the
size of the pupils. Now have the same
demonstrator move into the sunlight or
close to a lighted window and have the same
partner observe the size of the pupils now.
Compare the size in both situations. A
magnifying glass can be used to enable view-
ing the change easily and readily.

Student demonstrator, book, paper, rubber
band, mirror

Lave demonstrator roll ten or twelve sheets
of paper so that each sheet goes around the
roll twice. Hold the roll together with
the rubber band. Set the roll upright on an
open book, pressing it tightly against the
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prim; ao not 4-:1 lie I_ -the
bottom of the roll. Press an eye t16:A::
against the top of the roll. A few sheets
might have to be added so that it is imposs-
ible to read the print at fixst. While one
eye is closed, keep looking through the roll,
keeping all light out. Let the class predict
what will happen. When the print becomes
visible, have the demonstrator quickly look
into mirror and observe and relate to the
class what change, if any, occurred in the
eyes. Keep watching the eyes. As more
and more light enters the eyes) what happens
to the pupils?

Encourage the children to suggest advantages
of this ability of the pupils in the eyes
to change in size. (Contraction protects
the eyes from bright light; enlargement
enables one to see in dim light; adjustm
of pupils aids in avoiding danger.)

3. Leading Question: How are the e e and camera similar?

Materials:

Procedure:

4. Leading Question:

A. Materials:

Procedure:

Two milk cartons, convex lens, knife, five-
inch piece of wax paper, cellophane tape,
piece of dark construction paper

Take off the top end of one carton. At the
bottom of same carton, cut off a piece
slightly smaller than the size of the convex
lens. Tape the lens over this opening.
From the top end, cut the four corners to
about an inch-and-a-half away from the bottom
of carton. Take off the top end of second
carton. Cut a large square out of bottom
of same carton, then cover it with wax paper
and tape to carton. Slip the second carton
into first carton and the camera is complete.
To keep out light, a piece of construction
paper can be wrapped azound and taped to
outside carton.

Why does the convex lens cause distant_obatp,
.1202211:zallmd Inverted?

Magnifying glass, source of light (preferably
window sill with landscaping out of window
or object on sill), piece of white paper or
cardboard, ruler

This experiment will show up more easily if
room is darkened, except for light exposure
from window. Hold the lens between window
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B. Materials:

Procedure:

C. Materials:

Procedure:

5. Leading question:

Materials:

Procedure:

6. Leading Question:

A. Materials:

Procedure:

and paper or cardboard. Move the lens for-
ward and backward until object is in sharp
focus. Have the children observe the picture
onpaper of the object in focus and relate
what is seen on paper. Suggest the image
on paper be measured and compared with the
measurements of the real object.

Same as above

Same as above wit?" one added step; that is,
measure the dist441ce between the lens and
paper or cardboard and ask the children if
they can produce suggestions why the distance
might be called a focal length. (It is the
distance at which distant objects are in
focus.)

Sc41rce of light (film strip projector),
a big dark letter (one with horizontal and
vertical lines) on white paper or cardboard,
convex lens, plain white paper or card-
board, ruler

Illuminate letter with the source of light.
Then hold plain piece of paper to side and,
in front of illuminated letter. Place
lens in front of plain paper. Move lens
and paper until a sharp image of object
(letter) is on screen or retina. Then
measure and compare sizes of lines on retina
and on object. Why aren't Q, 0) and C good
illustrated letters to use?

Is there a true substitute for the e e?

Student demonstrator

Have demonstrator stand at the farthest point
from source of light in activity #4, then have
him move closer and closer to object to be
focused (object on window sill or landscaping
scene from outside). Let him relate any
change in sharpness, b:Lurriness, or size of
Object.

Ehy_do we need two e es?

Chair, student demonstrator

Have student hold up a thumb about a foot
in front of the eye. Close one eye. With
the opened eye, look at the chair so that
it is easily seen. While still looking at
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B. Materials:

Procedure:

C. Materials:

Procedure:

D. Materials:

Procedure:

7. Leading Que

Materials

Procedure:

8. Lead

Ma

P

stion:

ing Question:

terials:

rocedure:

the

appea
imag
the

St

In A do?: _:au of 6he;
r? NYTAT focus vision on getting clear

e of the finger. How does the image of
chair appear?

udent demonstrator, fountain pen with
ap

Have the demonstrator hold the cap at arm's
length in one hand in front of him, while the
other hand is holding the open pen, point
up, at arm's length. Let the class predict
what will happen'if the demonstrator were to
close one eye and put on the cap as quickly as
possible in one movement. Then have activity
demonstrated with one eye open. Repeat
activity with both eyes open.

Two pencils with ru:Aer-tipped ends, two
index fingers

Do above activity with objects about three
feet apart in one quick movement with one
eye open then two eyes open.

Sheet of paper, student demonstrator

Have student roll the paper into a tube
about an inch in diameter. Hold the tube
against the right eye with the left hand
at the end of the tube by the right eye
while the left arm is extended in front
of and across the left eye. Look with both
eyes. Do you see the same portion of the
hand through the tube that you see with the
other eye?

Do your eyes ever fol.:1_4)20

The class as demonstrators

Have children look toward a very lighted
area for a short period of time, then
immediately into a very dark area. Wile,

happens? (Temporary blindness occrus until
visual purple is built up again in the retina.)

1)2.221sontinue to erceive an image hAfter te yes
have stoppzita.pins. on the obdestl

Pictures as bhawn on illustration form*

Stare at the flag for at least a half minute,
then concentrate on what the eyes are focusing.
Then stare at the empty box. What do you see
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r

Note to teacher:

r

in the box? Did you recognize the flag?
Can you tell why you saw something?
there are still many uncertainties about

these cones contributing to our perception
of color. Some scientists believe that
color exists in one's head and not on
objects perceived.

(Colored

cireen)
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MAterals:

Procedure:

Sheet of paper with a r, cross
and a circular dot (.), student demonstrator

Have both marks, as stated above, on a piece
of paper in a horizontal line with a little
distance between the two spots. Have
student close left eye while the right
eye looks at the cross on the paper. Move
the paper very slowly forward and backward
until you come to a point where the black
dot disappears. Repeat, closing right eye
while opened left eye focuses on dot.

10. Leading question: Who s.y; T don't have eyes in back of my
head?

Materials: Student demonstrators, any object

A. Procedure:

B. Procedure:

11. Leading question:

Let one student volunteer to be a perfelm7:.?
while another volunteers to be a tester.
The tester will sit on a chair with head
forward and still, while the performer stands
behind him holding an object at tester's
eye level. The performer slowly moves
object forward at one side of teste'e.
When the tester first discovers any motion
he says, "Stopl" Have performer observe
where the object becomes visible to tester.
Repeat saire activity on the other side of

tester. Each child can experience the role
of tester and performer to check range of
side vision.

Have children sit in their seats and relate
what can be seen by moving both eyes in all
directions, keeping head straight. What

makes this possible?

ycsmmams are muscle-bound? Whg_.

Lont.u9zy...eessjja_arlof place?

A. Materials: Entire class as demonstrators and observers

Procedure: Let the class divide themselves into groups
so each has a partner. One student observes
while partner keeps his head still, moving
eye upward, downward, to both sides, and

around. Try rame movements by moving the
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B. Materials:

A. Procedure:

B. Procedure:

12. Leading question:

Materials:

Procedure:

13. Leading question:

A. Materials:

Procedure:

head only, thus keeping the eyes absolutely
still. (This may take practice.) Why are
you able to move your eye without head motion?
Does the eye wander without control? Have
each child play the part of performer and
viewer.

Student demonstrator, two sheets of paper,
classroom of students

Have demonstrator roll two tubes from paper
about le in diameter and let him place one
in front of each eye. Have him walk around
the room and let him relate the value in
seeing other objects than just those
directly in front of him. Compare with
activity below.

Have student stand in front of room to relate
the names of all the children he can see by
looking straight ahead without moving the
head.

Do both 9.0_9._Rerceive an object the smt.aala

Round can with a printed label on it,
demonstrator

Set the can on table or desk top about ten
to twelve inches from eye level of demon-
strator, Have demonstrator look at label
with both eyes. Then, in rather rapid
successions, have him close one eye
simultaneously while opening the other eye.
Let him continue this activity for a few
seconds. Does the right eye see exactly
what the left eye sees? What causes the
difference?

make me clar?

Student demonstrator

Have demonstrator rub one eye while another
student observes what happens. Where are
the tears coming from?



B. Materials:

Procedure:

14. Leading Question:

Materials:

A. Procedure:

B. Procedure:

15. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

16. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

Student demonstrator, onion

Have student grate an onion. Let class
observe what forms. Have demonstrator
describe feeling before and after the
tears appear. Where do the tears go?

Must I blink?

Student demonstrators

Instruct a student to clap his hands in
front of the demonstrator's face. What
happens to demonstrator's eyes? How can
this reaction aid the eyes? Encourage
discussion in the value of the tears brought
about by blinking. Discuss other reasons
for blinking.

Have a student record the time another
student can keep from blinking. This experi-
ment should aid the child in awareness of
the necessity of blinking.

Can hyperopia be corrected?

Two magnifying glasses or two convex lenses,
student demonstrator

Have child focus an object using one convex
lens. Then move lens slightly toward the
object until blurriness occurs. Have chilli

experiment and demonstrate where to put the
other lens in order to sharpen the focus
of object. (Object might have to be adjusted
slightly. The kind of convex lens has a
lot to do with the success of this demonstra-
tion.)

How can we detect astigmatism?

Illustrated test of astigmatism, demonstrators

Have child look at the test of astigmatism
with the bare eye. Have him describe if he
sees each line with equal light intensity
or if some are darker and lighter than
others. Do this once the group has a little
knowledge of eye defects, but make sure one
does not imply any diagnosis.
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17. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

18. Leading Question:

Materials:

Procedure:

.M.71.011111.11.1.11.......

Are there good eye care habits to use?

Science and health references

Have children list a set of rules about good
eye care. This is avaaable in the bibli-
ography.

Won't one do the lgg Wh
t the 5' and 10slasses a

can't I et at
store?

Science reference materials, dictionaries

Lead children to discussion and purpose of
the following specialists: opthalmologist,
oculist, optometrist, optician.
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HUMAN BODY

APPENDIX



1, MINERAL.)

MINERAL

Calcium

Malw).14

Phosphorus

Iron

Copper

Iodine

Sodium

Chlorine

FUNCTION

Building and maintaining strong
bones and teeth. Necessary for
chemical reaction in blood
clotting and in process whereby
iron is incorporated in hemo-
globin. Helps maintain normal
heart action.

Building strong bones, teeth and
other body tissue. Necessary
for formation of ATP and chemical
processes in muscular contraction.
Present in DNA and RNA.

Essential in formation of hemo-
globin in blood cells. Oxygen
combines loosely with hemo-
globin and is carried to the
cells.

Enables red blood cells to
use iron.

Needed for proper function to
the thyroid gland. Lack of
iodine in the diet may cause
an enlargement of the thryoid
gland called goiter.

Necessary for maintaining cell
permeability. Functions in
transmitting nerve messages.

Chlorine forms a part of hydro-
chloric acid, necessary for
digestion. Present in blood
and enters into process whereby
carbon dioxide is carried by
red blood cells.

sourcE

Milk, eggs, chees11
beans, peas, and most
cereals.

Milk and dairy products,
meats, and cereals.

Liver, green vegetables,
egg yolk, beef, beans,
enriched bread, and
cereals.

fowl, leafy
vegetables and whole
grains.

Sea food and iodized
table salt.

Table salt,

Table salt.



II. IMPORTANT VITAMINS

IIN.IINIONY.11=.1.m.SIIMMf

VITAMIN FUNCTION SOURCE

A
(Fat soluble) Protects against infections of

nose, throat, and other
ephithelial tissues. Protects
against certain eye infections
Mild deficiency causes night-
blindness or inability to see
in dim light.

B-1
Thiamin Essential for digestion and

(Water soluble) absorption. Lack of B-1 causes
improper oxidation of foods,
especially carbohydrates.
Necessary for a healthy nervous
system. Lack of B-1 may cause
beriberi, a nervous disorder.

B2 or-G
Riboflavin Necessary in cell respiration
(Water soluble) and nerve functioning.

Niacin or
Nicotinic Acid
(Water soldble)

C
Ascorbic Acid
(Water soldble)

D
The sunshine
vitamin
(Fat soluble)

Maintains healthy skin and
nerves. Aids in digestion.
A severe deficiencyof niacin
causes pellagra--the skin
becomes rough and red, and the
tongue red aLd sore.

Lack of vitamin C causes swollen
painful joints and bleeding
under the skin. Necessary in
maintenance of tissues, healing
of injuries, and cellular
respiration.

Essential for the body to use
calcium and phosphorus to build
bones. Lack of vitamin D can
cause rickets, a deficiency of

the bones.
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Present in food that is
yellow in color - -butter,

carrots, egg yolks,
cheese, apricots and
fortified margarine.
Occurs in leafy green
vegetables, green beans,
peppers, and liver and
fish liver oils. When
more vitamin A is eaten
than is needed, it is
stored in the liver,
lungs, and kidneys.

Found in pork, liver, and
lean meats; whole grain
cereals and enriched
bread; and beans and peas.

Sources include lean meats,
liver, kidneys, milk, and
whole grain cereals.

Present in lean meats,
especially liver and
heart; eggs; milk; nuts;
whole grain.

Found in oranges, lemons,
limes, grapefruit, tomatoes,
strawberries, cantaloupes,
greenpeppers, and cabbage.

.The body produces vitamin D
in the skin when exposed to
the sun. Milk, eggs, and
liver contain very small
amounts. Some foods are
irradiated with ultra-violet
lights to add vitamin D.
Cod liver oil is a good
source of vitamin D.



II. IMPORTANT VITAMINS (Cont'd)

VITAMIN FUNCTION SOURCE

K
(Fat soluble) Necessary for normal clotting

of blood.
Vitamin K is found in
leafy vegetables, cabbage,
cauliflower, tomatoes,
egg yolks, and liver. It
is synthesized in the
intestines of man.



LII. SIX CLASSES OF NUTRIENTS NEEDED BY THE BODY

Nutrient Com osition

Carbohydrates Carbon, hydrogen and
(Starches and oxygen

Sugars)

Fats and Oils.

Proteins

Water

Minerals

Vitamins

Use in the body Source

Carbon, hydrogen and
oxygen.

The chief source of
energy. Excess carbohy-
drates are stored for
future use in the form
of glycogen or converted
to fat.

Supply energy. Excess
fats and oils are
stored for future use.

Nitrogen, plus carbon, Essentially for growth
hydrogen, and oxygen. and repair. Supply
Some proteins contain small amounts of energy.
iron) sulfur, phos-
phorus, or other
elements,

Hydrogen and oxygen

Calcium, phosphorus,
sodium, iodine and
iron.

Carbon, hydrogen,
oxygen and other
elements present in
specific vitamins.

Water makes up large
part of protoplasm;
the largest part of the
blood is water.

Body structures and
functions.

Special regulatory
functions and cami-
ponents of certain
enzymes.

Sugars: molasses
syrups, fruits,
honey, refined
sugar,, candy) and
sweet desserts.
Starch: potatoes,
rice, cereal,
breads, cakes,
cookies, peas
and beans.

Fat meats) bacon,
cream, butter,
nuts, cheese)
fish and liver
oils.

Milk,eggs lean
meats, cheese,
dry peas, beans,
and nuts.

Most foods parti-
cularly fruits and
other vegetables.
Milk and other
beverages.

Meats, poultry,
cereals, milk,
vegetables, nuts,
and salt.

Meats', milk,

whole grains)
vegetables and
fruits.



IV. DIGESTION SUMMARY

Parts of
Tract

Mouth

Esophagus

Stomach

Intestine

Digestive
Juice Chan es in food

Saliva

None

Gastric Juice:

1. Pepsin (enzyme)
2. Rennin (enzyme)
3. Hydrochloric acid

(not an enzyme)

Pancreatic juice:

1. Trypsin (enzyme)
2. Amylase (enzyme)
3. Lipase (enzyme)
4. Bile (contains no

enzymes)
5. Intestinal juice

(contains digestive
enzyme)

Some starches to sugar.

Food passes to stomach.

Prctein digestion begins.

Digestion of food. is completed:

1. Proteins to amino acids.
2. Starch and compleZ sugar to

simple sugar (glucose), and
3. Fats to fatty acids and glycerin.



V. "TEE BASIC FOUR" (formerly "The Basic Seven")

group I, Breads and Cereals (4 or more servings daily)

Enriched bread and whole grain bread
Flour
Cereals
Potatoes

Group II, Meats (2 or more servings daily)

Meat
Poultry
Fish
Eggs
Legumes

Group III Vegetables uit (2 fruits and 2 vegetables daily)

Group IV

Fruits, including citrus
Vegetables, including green, leafy, and yellow

Milk (adults - 2 or more cups of milk or its
equivalent daily; children - 2 to 4 cups of
milk or its equivalent daily)

Milk
Cheese
Ice Cream


